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News In Brief

Murray board
swears in its
new member
on Thursday

Local post office extending
window service,hours Monday
In order to better serve the customers•of Murray and surrounding
areas, the Murray Post Office is extending window hours at the
Chestnut Street office until 5 p.m. starting Monday, Jan. 12.
Outgoing dispatch will remain unchanged. Mail sent for delivery
outside of Murray must be at the Post office by 4:50 p.m.

West Kentucky's Julian Carroll
launches bid to win office again
HARLAN,Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Julian Carroll officially began
his comeback bid today, announcing in a series of news conferences
that he would enter the Democratic primary for governor.
Carroll, who has shrugged off the effects of a four-year federal investigation of his administration, has said repeatedly that his
background makes him the best-qualified candidate.
Carroll served just over one term as governor in the 1970s.
Elected lieutenant4overnor in 1971, he ascended when Wendell
Ford, then governor, was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1974. Carroll
won a full term in 1975, defeating Republican Bob Gable.
Before winning statewide office, he was speaker of the House,
representing a district in McCracken County.
The investigation was conducted by two special federal grand
juries, focusing on allegations of corruption within Carroll's
administration.
Carroll was never charged with wrongdoing. But his handpicked
Democratic Party chairman, Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt Jr., and his
Cabinet secretary, James Gray, were convicted of charges involving
shared commissions on state insurance contracts.
Carroll made his first announcement today in Morehead, then
traveled to Harlan, the heart of Kentucky's eastern coalfield, to advocate more regulation of intrastate rail rates to help the coal
industry.
Carroll became the second announced candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination, following Wallace Wilkinson
of Lexington. Other contenders are Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, former
Human Resources secretary Grady Stumbo and former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan agreed to send arms to Iran a
year ago with the understanding all U.S. hostages would be freed if he
did so, according to an NBC News report.
WASHINGTON — The Organization of American States, with a
reluctant nod from the United States, is backing a new diplomatic
mission aimed at ending the conflict in Central America.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan, intent on resuming his
cherished horseback riding ''pretty soon," was to spend his first full
day at the White House after1urgery out of the public eye and under
doctors' orders to avoid strenuous work.
NEW YORK — The jump in the Dow Jones industrial average
above the 2,000 mark holds little significance for a broad range of
stock market professionals, who regard the number largely as a symbolic milestone.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — The government issues new
media restrictions under the state of emergency, making it illegal to
publish advertisements like those advocating that the African National Congress be =banned.
WASHINGTON — Republican campaign strategists are weighing
the potential impact of a wild-card entry in the 1988 presidential race:
White House communications director Patrick J. Buchanan.
WASHINGTON — The White House is not saying whether President Reagan will again veto what it believes is a budget-busting $20
billion clean water bill the Democratic-controlled Congress is working quickly to send to his desk.
WASHINGTON — The Baby Boom has grown up and is standing on
the brink of middle age, a new Census Bureau study shows.
WASHINGTON — Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has again
refused to block the full-powq operation of an Ohio nuclear power
plant pending a formal appeal to the full court. Without comment,
Scalia rejected on Thursday an emergency request by Ohio Citizens
for Responsible Energy seeking to prevent the full-power operation of
the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.
WASHINGTON — The battleship Iowa, equipped for the first time
with pilotless drone aircraft, will leave today for a show-the-flag mission off the coast of Central America, the Pentagon says
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Shelia Shaw administers the oath of office for the Murray Board of Education to three members Thursday
evening. They are, from left, Tommy Rushing, Dr. Vernon Gantt and Doris Cella. Rushing and Cella were reelected and Gantt is new to the board. The board also re-elected Cella as chairperson and Rushing as vicechairman. Shaw, who administered the oath to the three, is the school business officer.
Staff photo by Mona Newcomb

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.2
354.2
Barkley Lake

The Murray Board of Education
swore in new member Dr. Vernon
Gantt at its meeting last night in
the Murray Middle School
Library. The board also reelected
Doris Cella as chairperson and
Thomas Rushing as vice
chairman.
The board recognized the
Athletic Boosters and Band
Boosters at the meeting, giving
certificates of appreciation to Roy
Weatherly, who accepted on
behalf of Band Booster president
Glen Hendren, and Jerry Grogan
for the Athletic Boosters.
In the next order of business
elementary school guidance
counselor Mary Valentine gave a
report of the guidance program at
the elementary centers.
In other business, the board:
(Ceara on pap 2)

Seargent's plan eyes best use of building
By LAURYOUMMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council heard
a proposed use plan of City Hall
from planner/engineer F.T.
Seargent during its regular
meeting Thursday night.
Seargent said he talked to the
people using City Hall to see what
their needs and problems are with
the existing use of the building.
He emphasized that the plan
was not for construction" but
was a suggested idea on reorganizing the building to better use the

Complaint by
county board
seeks ruling
on damages
The Board of Education of the
Calloway County School System
filed a complaint Wednesday with
the Callway County Circuit Court
involving insurance companies
responsible for the liability incurred by the school system in the
case of Linda Littlejohn.
According to the complaint:
On Nov. 29, 1984, Linda Littlejohn, a former Calloway County
teacher, filed suit with the District
Court against Jack Rose, as an individual, and as superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, and the
board of education of the Calloway
County School System.
The suit alleged that Littlejohn's
constitutional right of privacy had
been violated by the defendents in
failing to renew her employment
contract for the 1982-83 school
year.
(Coat'd on page f)

Forecast
Tonight: Rain becoming mixed with or changing to snow by
morning. Low in the low to mid
Mt West wind 5 to 15 mph.
Chance of precipitation near
100 percent.
Saturday: Windy and cold
with a chance of light snow or
flurries. Morning highs in the
low to mid 30s with falling
daytime temperatures. Northwest wind 10 to 20 mph.

25 CENTS

space available.
His suggestions included tearing
down a portion of the old Poppy
Shoppe building and using the rest
of the building as storage. The
space made available by removing a part of the front of the
building would be used for
parking.
Council members agreed with
Mayor Holmes Ellis that since the
police and fire departments would
be most affected by changes that
the Public Safety Committee look

further into the study.
In other business, the board appointed councilman Keith Hays as
council representative to the Murray Electric Board.
A six month budget report showed that several revenue items had
exceeded projections and that all
departments were in line with appropriations. This means "we're
operating within our means," explained Jo Crass, City Clerk.
The board also approved several
ordinances on the first reading

which were:
• rezoning a lot at 1101 Story
Avenue from residential to
highway business.
• a text amendment to the zoning code by redefining zoning
official.
• and adopting by reference the
1986 supplement to the code of ordinance of the city of Muray as
submitted by American Legal
Publishing Company. Mayor Ellis
explained this was a legal
requirement.

Showing the way

Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad fireman Tony Bayless (with hose) listens to directions from J.L.
Culpepper at a field tire next to Hilltop Baptist Church on Old Salem Road. Bayless estimated that the fire
covered 10 acres and consumed two storage sheds near the church Thursday afternoon.
Marl piste by David The&

Committee assignments complete work of session
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky lawmakers have
departed Frankfort after the end
of the organiiational session and
House Speaker Don Blandford
says not to expect them back until
1988
Blandford predicted Thursday
there would be no special session
this year because neither the
House membership nor Gov. Martha Layne Collins wants to have
For a time lawmakers thought
Collins would call a special session

to tackle the problems of the
state's workers' compensation
program, but disagreements
delayed the work of a special task
force appointed to study the
Program.
A few legislators have said the
General Assembly should act
before next year to take advantage of changes in the federal tax
law to bring in new revenues for
The state. Slaridford said the suggestion has some merit, but still
predicted a special session Is

The organizational session ended with the tedious but politically
Important task of placing 137
members of the General
Assembly on standing
committees
"It does appear to be dull to people on the outside, but it's important," Blandford said
Although there was no drama.
Blandford said the session ac
campttstied tts purpose of organizing the committees that will
prepare legislation for 1988
(vjar thaa V2110""ein9"%Wit

tee memberships, there was no
real work done in either chamber.
Some of the new committees were
to hold organizational sessions of
their own today.
The organizational session, the
third since the constitutional revision that established the mid-term
meetings, lasted only three days.
The law allows lawmakers to meet
for up to 10 days.
HereIS
UV makeup of the
Senate committees:
(Gbat'd on page 2)
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Hubbard critica1-6f TVA over
cted effects of budg,_et cuts
decreases.
Hubbarelleaktithe budget docuallotted to the
ment has two Inc
Tennessee Valley Authority under
'other independent agencies.

Rep. Carroll Hubbard has
criticized Tennessee Valley
Authority officials for their predictons about the effect of President
Ronald Reagan's budget proposals on Land Victween the
Lakes.
Hubbard has called the predicUons misleading

'TVA officials in Knoxville and
"TVA
Washington have been busy this
week spreading the worst-case
scenario in the eight-state TVA
region. TVA officials are not only
scaring western Kentuckians that
LBL will be gutted in the 1988
budget but are also warning of '65
TVA jobs to be lost., cuts in
agricultural resource programs,
elimination of al recreational
areas not on dam reservations including the shutdown of 24 campgrounds, etc.,"' he said.

"Most everyone is demanding
nowadays that the president and
the Congress work toward reducing the federal deficit so the
Reagan administration proposes a
fiscal year (FY) 1968 budget
which meets the 108 billion dollar
deficit level requested by the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficit
Reduction Act of 1985," Hubbard
said. He added that in order to
meet the $108 billion deficit level
the president's budget does target
certain domestic spending programs to receive significant

Hubbard added, "what the TVA
officials do not say in their recent
news release is that President
Reagan's recommendations of

MSU classes are
announced for
spring semester

By DAVID TUCK
$72,773,000 for FY 1968 is actually
The Department of Mathematics
Staff Writer
he
than
more
$14,735,000
recom- at Murray State University will ofA total of 1,117,900 pounds of
mended last year. We must fer introductory and advanced
remember that Congress apclasses during the 1987 spring Type 35 air-cured tobacco were
propriated $100 million for the FY
semester to accommodate students sold in auctions this season in the
1987 TVA non-power budget."
who cannot attend class during Murray and Mayfield markets,
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
"The annual scare tactics of regular daytime hours.
Association General
Growers
is
107,
MAT
Concepts,
Basic
'
TVA officials about what's going
Ed Clark reports.
Will
Manager
on
p.m.
5:45
to
4:30
from
to happen to Land Between the se„heduled
figures say the
Association
beginning
Thursdays
and
Tuesdays
Lakes not only are unnecessary
tobacco
but are ridiculous. Congress is not Thursday, Jan. 15. Topics in the average price paid for the
hundredweight,
per
113.82
include
was
descriptive
course
going to hurt LBL," Hubbard
statistics, computer mathematics, with 28.41 percent going to the
explained.
analysis and problem solving, association pool.
He said he has brought House
Additional tobacco purchased
growth patterns with an emphasis
Speaker John Wright and Budget
on consumer finance and directly from the farmers at the
Committee Chairman Bill Gray to
probability.
barn will raise the figure to 1.3-1.4
visit Land Between the Lakes and
million pounds, Clark noted.
Introduction to College Math I,
This year's Type 35 quotas were
"both are aware of the importance
MAT 109, will meet from 6 to 7:45 reduced 25 percent from last year
/of LBL to the district I represent."
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. but Clark said the amount of
Hubbard added, "they have
MAT 109 is a course in basic tobacco grown reflected a good
assured me that they are confident
that Land Between the Lakes will algebra. The first class meeting is crop. However, Clark expressed
Jan. 15.
continue to be funded at adequate
concern over the high percentage
Teaching Math I, MAT 550, of the tobacco going to the pool.
levels."
covers the theory of mathematical
learning and effective teaching for
the prospective middle school or
secondary mathematics teacher.
The class is scheduled from 6 to 9
p.m. Tuesdays beginning Jan. 20.
Topics in Statistics, MAT 569, is
scheduled from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.
vestor interest as an exponent of Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
American industrial might, par- Jan. 15 at the Land Between The
ticularly because the stocks mak- Lakes administrative building, Wendell Ford, the new chairman
ing up the average represent some Golden Pond. An applied statistics of the Rules Committee, has
of the best-known companies, course, MAT 569 will include con- ordered the removal of an antenna
ranging from Exxon Corp. to cepts of experimental design and used to relay Republican senators'
related statistical analyses com- pictures to television stations back
General Motors Corp.
monly used in scientific research. home.
But John J. Smith, analyst at the
Additional information about any
New York investment firm
The Kentucky Democrat said it
Fahnestock k Co., said he didn't of the mathematics courses may be is simply a matter of aesthetics
think the market "responds to the obtained by calling the Department and proper planning. Republicans
things it used to before. We're in a of Mathematics at (502) 762-2311. call it politics.
completely different environment
Ford sent a letter to the Capitol
now. We're doing business all
architect Tuesday saying one of
around the world."
his committee's first actions of the
Nevertheless, round numbers
new session is the "formulation of
have represented psychological
a long-term plan for the use" of
barriers for the Dow Jones
the roof of the Hart Senate Office
average since Jan. 12, 1906, when
Building for antennas.
it closed above the 100-mark for
at
The Agriculture department
the first time.
To "give the committee comMurray State University will be ofFew market analysts pay atten- fering three courses during the plete flexibility in devising such a
tion to the movement of the Dow spring semester which should be plan, the Hart roof should be
Jones average as a reason in itself appropriate and especially in- cleared immediately of any exto buy or sell. Many scrutinize teresting and informative to the isting antenna system, with one
overall supply and demand for home gardener. These courses can exception," he said in the letter.
stocks, interest rates and other be taken for college credit or
The execption is the antenna
economic elements.
audited. Practical aspects will be that televises Senate proceedings.
emphasized in each of these The Republicans' antenna is the
courses.
only other one up there.
The courses and their meeting
time are as follows:
AGR. 180(Garden Management)
— Monday, Wednesday, Friday
11:30-12:20 — A general course
covering the basics of producing
fruits, vegetables, and various ornamental plants.
AGR.281 (General Pomology)—
Monday and Friday 8:30-9:20;
Murray State University will be
Wednesday 8:30-10:20 — A detail- holding a spring reading program
er: course covering the establish- for grades 1-12 beginning Monday,
nit and growing of various fruit Feb. 2.
crops in Western Kentucky.
The classes offer an inAGR. 262 (Vegetable Crop Production) — Tuesday nights 6-9 p.m. dividualized program of reading
— A detailed course covering all Instruction designed for remedia.aspects of vegetable growing in our ton or enrichment of reading
needs or interests.
area.
The instructional areas include
there
courses
these
to
In addition
are other horticulture courses be- word recognition, readiness, coming offered by the Agriculture prehension, reading in subject
department dealing with such matter areas, study skills, rate of
topics as greenhouse production, reading and fluency.
plant propagation, landscape
The instruction is supervised by
design, and garden flowers. For Dr. James B. Carlin, division of
more information concerning the reading, MSU.
gardening courses or any other horThe classes will be held on Monticulture courses offered by the days and Wednesdays from
MSU Agriculture department, call 3:30-4:20 p.m. and will conclude
(502) 762-3377 during week days or Wednesday, April 22.
(502)489-2788 on week nights and on
There will be a $5 per instructhe weekend.
hour fee, however, no child
tional
For general information concer- will be denied services for lack of
ning registration, contact the MSU
ability to pay.
Admissions office at(502)762-3741.
Enrollment may be done by callRegistration begins January 12th.
ing 7624446.

demand for stocks that has helped
drive the market with dizzying
speed for more than four years.
"I really think the numbers
game for the Dow is totally meaningless," said Robert Nurock,
publisher of the Astute Investor
newsletter and designer of a
technical market index for the
PBS-TV program "Wall Street
Week."
"While round numbers may affect investor psychology in a
short-term basis, they have little
to do with long-term investing."
The Dow Jones average still is`
Wall Street's best-known indicator
and is regarded as "the granddaddy of all measurements," but it
covers only a fraction of the enormous range of tocks sought by investors in an increasingly International market, said Theodore
Halligan, a stock analyst for Piper
Jaffray & Hopwood Inc. of
Minneapolis.
Historically, the Dow Jones
average attracted enormous in-

Home gardening

courses helpful
to area residents

Reading classes
are scheduled
at Murray State

PLAY

Murray Cablevision's

-B ONANZA
I

"We still took better than i percent into the association," Clark
said, "and that's disturbing."
At this week's final air-cured
sale in Murray,24,404 pounds were
bold in the season-ending clean-up
sale, with 56 percent going to the
association pool. Average price
paid for the tobacco was 98.52 per
hundredweight; pool tobacco
averaged at 82.04 per
hundredweight.
Clark added that no air-cured
tobacco has been sold from the
pools, but he hopes the market will
be brighter for fire-cured cured
tobacco when the sales begin Monday in Mayfield and Tuesday in
Murray.
"We're expecting the fire-cured
sales to be better," Clark stated.
"We're hoping the prices will be
better, but it's hard to outguess
this thing. We'll just have to wait
until Monday."

Sen. Ford orders GOP
antenna unplugged

Dow record seen as symbolic by some
NEW. YORK ( AP) — The Dow
Jones industrial average passed a
symbolic milestone when it leaped
over the 2,000-mark for the first
time, but some analysts say the
— granddaddy — of stock
barometers is outmoded.
The Dow Jones average close
Thursday at 2,902.25 as part of a
rally that has seen a rise of more
than 100 points in the first five
trading sessions of 1987.
"Obviously there will be hoopla
in the market for the simple
reason that most round numbers
carry a mystique about them,"
Ikid Newton D. Zinder, technical
analyst with the New York investment firm E.F. Hutton Group Inc.
But "from a market standpoint,
2,000 is only one point above
1,999," Zinder said.
Some analysts suggested that
the closely watched average of 30
blue-chip industrial stocks has
become an outmoded gauge of
Wall Street's health, although it
still reflects the strong underlying

Over 1 million pounds
of tobacco sold locally
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First game starts next Tues..
Jan. 13th at 6:30 p.m. on Channel 34
You May Be One Of Our Big Winners
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Veterans' rep
Complaint...
will appear in
((bard from
1)
Murray Jan. 20 The schoolpage
system eventually
compromised and settled by paying Littlejohn damages of
$23,761.41 and attorney fees of
$41,238.50. Jack Rose, as an individual, was not found to have
violated the plaintiff's rights.
In addition to paying the plaintiff and her attorney fees, the
school district incurred attorney
fees of $39,755.72. The insurance
companies involved, CNA, Continental and Calvert, are the
defendents in the complaint filed
Wenesday.
Rose said this morning that to
his understanding, each insurance
company has accepted the fact
that they have a liability, but they
do not agree on the amount that
each will have to pay.
Rose said that, to the best of his
knowlege, the complaint was filed
'The Calloway County Fiscal because, letting the court decide
Court will meet in open oession on how much each insurance comTuesday. Jan. 13 at 1 p.m. in the pany should pay would be the
office of County Judge-Executive, easiest way to handle it
Attorney for the Calloway Co
George Weaks in the Calloway
ty School System. Don Jones, was
County Courthouse.
The meeting will be general In unavailable for comment on the
suit.
nature and open to the public.

James E. Welch, a representative of the Kentucky center for
veterans affairs, will be in Murray
on Jan. 20.
The representative will be there
to assist veterans, their families,
their dependents, or beneficiaries
in the presentation, proof, and
establishment of all claims,
privileges, rights, and other
benefits which they may have
under federal, state, or local laws.
The representative will be
located in the National Guard Armory, on Kentucky 121. Hours will
be from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Fiscal Court sets
meeting Tuesday

Republicans installed the
satellite-relay antenna a little
more than a year ago, making it
easier and cheaper for GOP
senators to transmit "electronic
news releases" to television stations in their home states.
Ford said Republicans got the
Capitol architect to install the
antenna without obtaining the approval of the Rules Committee,
which has jurisdiction over Senate
facilities.
, "If the Rules„Committee is the
Rules Committee, it ought to be
the Rules Committee," Ford said
In an interview with The Courier.
Journalof Louisville on Thursday
The commercial TV networks
are applying to the committee for
permission to put up an antenna,
he said, and everyone else should
go through the same process.
"It will look like a porcupine if
we don't do anything about it,"
Ford said.
Robert Vastine, staff director of
the Senate Republican caucus,
said the installation of the two
disks on 6-foot posts was handled
properly. "We didn't sneak it up
there," he said.

Commission to
study state
constitution
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Another study of Kentudy'll 1891
constitution is about to be launched, this one by a 41-member commission with a mandate from
House and Senate leaders to suggest how the venerable document
can be modernized.

Members—
(0oard hi= page I)
• Approved money to he spent
for hardware and software for the
computer system in the central office. The system is and will be used for such items as payroll, attendance and activity expenditures.
• Granted a leave of absence to
Anna Cheaney, and approved
Sharon Morris, substitute aide at
Murray Middle School to fill in for
Cheaney.
• Approved as substitute
teachers, Hetel Kohlenberger and
Linda Belcher.
• Approved for substitute bus
driver, James Davis.
• Approved a Community
Educational Grant funded to
Calloway County in cooperation
with Murray State University and
the Murray Independent Schools
with the condition to reword part
of the contract.
• Agreed to hold meetings only
once a month in the months of
January, February, June, July,
November and December, instead
of the usual two meetings a month.
No action was taken on the
1987-88 tuition policy pending
higher consultation. Superintendent Jeffery said last year's, tuition brought $31,000 into the school
system.
The board also discussed but
made no decision on a proposition
to use mobile units for classrooms
next year. Cella said the reasons
for the needed classroom space include the fact that state regulations for the number of children
ffi one classroom as
lowered and the Head Start Pro-tram is becoming a part of the
school system.

fraiDAI , JANUARY 0, 11117

PERSPECTIVE
Rotarians support'
new arena for MSU
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Murray Rotary Club at a previous meeting engaged in an open discussion concerning the prospective decision to be
made by the officials of Murray State University, in cooperation with
the appropriate officials of state government, as to whether the present basketball arena should be remodeled to fit the present and
future needs of the University or whether an entirely new basketball.
academic facility should be constructed in a different location; and
WHEREAS, the Murray Rotary Club, in the past and now, is concerned for the best interests of all phases of activity of Murray State
University; and
WHEREAS, it is the unanimous belief of the Murray Rotary gub
that the best interests of the University would be served by relocaflng
and constructing a new basketball-academic complex, rather than
attempting to remodel the present Racer Arena, which new location
could provide adequate parking for those who use the new complex;
BE IT,THEREFORE,RESOLVED:
"That the Murray Rotary Club respectfully petition the Board of
Regents of Murray State University to encourage the proper officials
of state government to relocate Racer Arena rather than attempting
to remodel the present facility.
"Be it further resolved that this resolution be placed among the
permanent minutes of Murray Rotary Club and a copy forwarded ,,to
the Board of Regents for their information."
Bob Billington, President
Tripp Thurman, Secretary
CERTIFICATE
The foregofilg Resolution was unanimously adopted by a vote of all
of the members of Murray Rotary Club at their weekly meeting on
December 11, 1986.
Tripp Thurman, Secretary

Symposium to focus
on education's needs
(Editor's Note: A two day symposium titled "Reaching for a
Higher Level of Excellence" at
Murray State University on Jan
11-11 will focus attention on both
the problems and the potential In
higher education. Recent reports
which address the issue of the
quality of undergraduate education will be assessed in an effort to
assist colleges and universities in
developing initiative which will
lead to a higher level of excellence. The following is the
final installment of a five-part
series intended to broaden Insight
into the purpose of the symposium, which is open to the
public. Sessions are scheduled
from 3 to 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan.
11, and from 9 a.m. to 5p.m. Monday, Jan. 12, the Curris Center
theater.)
A higher education symposium
at Murray State University on
Sunday and Monday, Jan. 11 and
12, is the latest phase of a strategic
planning process that began on the
campus in early 1984.
Titled "Reaching for a Higher
Level of Excellence", the symposium, which is free and open to
the public, has sessions scheduled
from 3 to 7:30 p.m. Sunday and
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday in
the theater of the Curris Center.
Presentations and panel discussions will focus on several reports
which reflect the latest thinking on
the quality of undergraduate
education both in Kentucky and
throughout the nation.
Dr. Cathy Cole, assistant to the
president and coordinator of
strategic planning at Murray
State, said the symposium is intended to familiarize participants
with the findings of recent studies
as they contemplate future directions for higher education.
"It will give everyone present,
whether a representative of Murray State or some other institution
or agency, an opportunity to hear
a broad range of recommendations and to react to them in a way
that is most constructive for a particular situation," she explained.
She described the symposium as
"the next logical step" in strategic
planning at Murray State.
"When we began the development of our working plan almost
three years ago," she noted, "we
described it as an evolutionary
process to be constantly changed
and updated as it guides us toward

our keels."
She said the document has been
periodically revised in response to
external factors as part of Murray
State's effort to be of the greatest
possible service to the citizenry of
West Kentucky and the surrounding area.
"With the recent emphasis on
higher education and the new information available, now is an appropriate time for the campus
community collectively to go
through the throught process of
evaluating both our goals and our
methods of implementation," she
said.
The development of the
strategic plan at Murray State involved the entire university community, she added, and the symposium is a "professional development opportunity" that should
provide everyone on the campus
with a better understanding of the
present state of higher education
and its most immediate needs.
Two nationally known leaders in
higher education — Dr. Harold
Delaney, executive vice president
of the American Assodation of
State Colleges and Universities,
and Dr. Kenneth Mortimer, vice
president and vice provost at Pennsylvania State University — will
be featured as symposium
speakers.
Both Delaney and Mortimer
have been involved in recent
studies of higher education on a
national scale. Delaney will speak
at 5 p.m. Sunday and Mortimer at
1:30 p.m. Monday.
Dr. Gary Cox, interim executive
director of the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education (CHE ), and
Ed Carter, acting vice president
for administration at the University of Kentucky, will address the
subject of statewide and institutional planning at 9 a.m. Monday.
Panels made up of Murray State
faculty, CHE members and staff
and representatives of other institutions will serve as discussion
leaders in response to the presentations by Delaney, Mortimer and
Cox and Carter.
The symposium will conclude at
4 p.m. Monday with a presentation
by Dr. Coy Harmon, dean of
librarians at Murray State and
chairman of the MSU 2000 Commission. He will introduce the
commission's report titled "Murray State University: Beyond the
20th Century", which examines
the future of Murray State.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Eating pigeons - the moral issue
A woman strolling through
Chicago's Grant Park on a recent
Sunday was horrified to see two
men stalking pigeons.
One man would throw some
bread crumbs on the ground in
lure the pigeons to him.
When the pigeons gathered, the
other man would sneak up on them
and slam a long-handled fishing
net over one or two of them. He
would then stuff them into a canvas sack.
"They caught more than a dozen
pigeons just while I was watching," the woman said.
She asked the men what they
were doing. Neither man spoke
much English and they had dif!fruity understanding her. But
finally one of them smiled happily,
pointed at the sack and said:
"Eat, eat!"
"Can you imagine?" the woman
said. "They were catching the
pigeons to eat them. It's
unbelievable."
Not really. People have been
snatching pigeons and eating them
ever since there were pigeons in
the parks.
The police say the practice has
always been popular among the
more recent European-born immigrants and some Asians who eat
pigeons in their homeland.
When I told the woman that, she
said: "Then it must be illegal. And
isnl it unhealthy? I mean, they're
such filthy little things."
No, it is not illegal to catch and
eat a city pigeon, unless it happens
to be someone's trained homing

Agree Or Not

although these little creatures are
just as cute and wiggly as their
tropical fish.
People eat ducks all the time,
although in my opinion ducks are a
far more likgble bird than the city
pigeon. All a duck wants to do is
paddle happily around a lake,
sticking its rear end up every so
often, just like a tourist.
Yet, people who cringe at the
Idea of eating a Grant Park pigeon
will eagerly plunge their teeth into
the dead body of a poor little
ducky.
Or consider the lamb. You won't
ever run into a more pleasant,
even-tempered, friendly, pet-like
beastie than a lamb. There is no
record in all of history of a lamb
attacking a human. All they do is
go "baa." Lambs are quite
decent.
Compare the temperament of a
lamb to that of the cat. Cats are
really vicious. They kill little
birds, squirrels, tiny mice and
anything else that is defenseless.
If a cat doesn't like your looks,
he'll sink his claws into your arm.
My elderly aunts all swore that if
you dared sleep with a cat in, the
house, he would surely pluck out
your jugular vein some dark night.
Cats give people the evil eye.
Lambs never do any of those terrible things. But peopte-are always
eating lambs. They eat their ribs
and shanks and all different parts
orthe little dears.
Yet, these same lamb-devouring
people would turn green if you sug-

By S.C. VanCuron

Image a problem for Gov. Collins
The most important element in
achieving success at any job or
undertaking is convincing the people to be affected that you are
thoroughly qualified and have the
determination to come out a
winner.
Public perception and ability
may be some distance apart, but
what the public perceives is going
to be the deciding point in the majority of cases.
This is where Gov. Martha
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pigeon. And in that case, it's
doubtful that the owner would
know you've eaten his trained
homing pigeon. Besides, if the little bugger doesn't have sense
enough to go home, then he has to
face the consequences.
I asked the Chicago Park
District's main office if there is
any law against catching pigeons,
and spokesman Ben Brentley
said: "The pigeons go in the park,
but we're not responsible for
them. We have enough to worry
about with muggers without trying
to keep an eye on the pigeons."
As for being unhealthy,.that is
not true. The city's health office
says that there is nothing harmful
about eating a city pigeon, so long
as you remember to remove the
feathers first. And don't swallow
the bones. Or the beak.
"Oh my God, that's terrible,"
said the squeamish woman who
brought this to my attention.
"They're like pets — little tame
thngs. How can anyone eat
something that's almost like a
pet?"
I'm sure many people share her
feelings. And I find their attitude
ridiculous. What's wrong with
eating something that's like a pet?
People do it all the time:
-After all, many people keep
tropical fish or goldfish in their
homes. They feed them, make
sure they have enough air bubbles
in the tank and change the water.
These fish are treated like pets.
But they will go to the
restaurant and eat fried smelts,

Public perception spoils chances for Ilk presidency
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Layne Collins has failed in her
desire to become president of the
University of Kentucky.
First, a degree in home
economics and some experience
as a teacher aren't important in
the list of qualifications for the
presidency of the state's top taxsupported university. Having
served in statewide political office
all the way through the governorship isn't a top qualification to fill
the needs of Kentucky.
One of the top requisites should
be to try to remove the presidency
of the University of Kentucky
from politics. The Council on
Higher Education and the
Prichard Committee have been
steering in that direction for
several years now. A lot of effort
has been put into this thinking by a
good cross section of interested
people in the state. To junk it now
because our out-going governor
would like the presidency of U.K.
as her plum, would be to start over
with a system that lags near the
bottom. And that's where it would
go.
Sure, the entire education
system in Kentucky has made
some progress since World War II,
but it has been expensive progress
filled with politics and personal
ambition as the goal. not a quality
system.
What we haw tz.11-4s all of thc

state-supported colleges and
universities trying to be number
one at each other's expense.
A flashy facade of sports has
been sold at the University as a
substitute for research and
achievement of knowledge.
Research and knowledge are the
true goals for a university with
athletics following in a secondary
role for variety and to relieve the
pressure of constant study.
If the same energy and enthusiasm were spent on improving
academics and reputation in this
field as is now being spent on
sports, UK could improve its position among the leaders in this field
within the next quarter century. It
can't be done in a short span of
time.
Some of the governor's supporters seem to think that a doctoral degree isn't necessary as a
qualification to be president of
UK.
At some universities it isn't for
the simple reason that the reputation of the school in academics is
fully established and fund raising
and creation of more endowments
are the top goals for that position.
Other positions in the institutions
are held by those qualified in the
fields of research and teaching.
Governor, do yourself a favor.
Regounce any desire you may
have In become the president of
,

gested that they eat a cat.
I don't see why. I've never eaten
a cat. At least, not yet. But there
are some parts of the world in
which cats are eaten when they
are available.
They're supposed to taste pretty
good, if prepared properly,
although I still haven't found a
cookbook with a recipe for cats.
Don't misunderstand me. I'm
not recommending that anybody
go to Grant Park and catch
themselves a nice dinner,
although there are many excellent
recipes for pigeon — and I assume
that you would cook up a city
pigeon the same way as a commercial bird.
Nor do I recommend that
anyone eat a cat — theirs or
anyone else's. Whether one eats a
cat or not is a personal choice and
I don't want to sway anyone one
way or the other.
But if you do, there is one obvious cooking tip: Always
remember to remove the bell from
the cat's collar before cooking.
You don't want to make a tinkling
noise every time you burp.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A garage and automobile were
destroyed by fire at the residence
of Toy Jones on Jan. 7. The
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Unit was able to protect the Jones'
home from the blaze.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Enoch, Dec. 14,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie A.
Cook, Dec. 23, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Ronald Cella,
Dec. 31.
Kelly Calvin, Amy Carman,
Laura McConnell and Janis Lents,
students at Murray Middle School,
received book packs -signifying
they collected $25 in Read-A-Thon
for Mentally Retarded Citizens.
The Read-A-Thon was sponsored
by Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Frank Kodman Jr., Linus Kodman, Dr. Sal MatarrAzzo and Dr.
Frank Kodman ae-pietured with
geese bagged during recent trip to
Balarcl Wildlife Refuge.
Twenty years agb
Army Lt. Colonel Vernon F.
Curd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stafford
Curd of Dexter, is pictured being
presented the Legion of Merit during ceremonies at Saigon, Vietnam, on Dec. 19.
Margaret Franklin and Mary
Sue Ramage are teachers for Murray Head Start Program at
Douglas School. Registration will
be on Jan. 11.
Mary Wells Overbey, daughter
of Mary Bell Overbey and Wells
Overbey of Murray, and Capt.
Thomas Clarke Evans were married on Dec. 31.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Murray High School
Tigers in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Clayton
Hargrove for Calloway and Vic
Dunn for Murray.
Elected as officers of Twin
Lakes Coonhunters Club were Ted
Atkins, Joe Pat Jones, Howard
Conner, Neal York, Joe McKinney, Elbert Darnell and Macon
Clapp.
Thirty years ago
An average of $33.50 was marked up in dark tobacco sales in Murray yesterday. This was for
$109,451.04 for a total poundage of
326,7'78, according to local tobacco
officials.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Murray, will be
one of speakers at a program of
Southern Baptists at Church
Finance Clinic at Walnut Street
Baptist Church, Louisville, on Jan.
14.
In high school basketball games
Mayfield beat Lynn Grove, Cayce
beat Hazel, Kirksey beat Farmington, Cunningham beat New
Concord, Benton beat Murray
Training, and Sedalia beat Murray High. High team scorers were
Henderson for Mayfield, Tom
McNeely for Lynn Grove, Curtin
for Cayce, Duncan for Hazel, Rob
Darnell for Kirksey, Andrus for
Farmington, McGowan for Cunningham, Rowland for Almo, Gammen for Benton, Shroat, Rogers
and Marshall for Murray Training, J. Page for Sedalia and Jerry
Buchanan for Murray High.
Bill Ross, son of Mrs. Mary Ross
of Murray, is a member of faculty
at University of Houston, Houston,
•
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Coming community events are announced
Friday,Jaa.9
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Entertainment with Randy

Friday, J1111.9
Dowdy as DJ will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

Akotti.,
pftv

eta
Bring the family out this Sunday for our
Patriot's Buffet from 11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m.

Send-rig:
Ham
Mushrooms
Potakies
Buttered Corn
Tossed Salad */homemade dresirias
Cottage Cheese
Podded &et:
•

Fried Oicken 8mast Filets
Buttered Broccoli
Green Beans
Seamed Peas
Creamy Coleslaw
Sliced Peaches
SPicui APPle RinGs
Homemade

=Puckfing

Boston Tea Party
Tr Holiday Inn
()mars Club/Cart Blanche
MBA'

Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
---Saturday,Jan. 10
The McKeithens will present a
gospel concert at7 p.m. at Calvary
Temple, Highway 641 South.
---Annual Cookie Kick-Off party
fer\4111 Brownies, Junior Girl
Scouts, Cadettes and Senior Scouts
will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. in
large conference room at
Calloway Public Library.
---Dance with music by Reaction
will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at
Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
---Murray High Academic Team
will compete in Heath Academic
Tournament at Executive Inn,
Paducah, starting at 9 a.m. Murray will compete first at 10 a.m.
A freshmen and J.V. Girls
basketball game between
Calloway County High and Murray High will beat 1 p.m. at
Calloway County High School.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion

ARGAIN PAATIN
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Saturday,Jaa. ii

p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
--- An open horse show, sponsored
by New Providence Riding Club,
will begin at 7 p.m. at Livestock
and Exposition Center. Admission
is U.

753-0910

U.S. 641 South — Murray

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

Friday,Jaa.•

MURRAY THEATRES
cher.. cine • 24 HR TEL 7 5 3 3 3 14

Sunday,Jan. 11
Sunday,Jan. 11
Elders of First Christian Church
University
State
Murray
Building, South Sixth and Maple
will have a breakfast at 8 a.m. in
Libaries will be closed today.
Streets.
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway
-County Hospital
Outstanding pianists in grades 7
AA will have a closed meeting at
- --Legion
to 12 will compete for $100 award 4 p.m at American
Monday, Jan. 12
and opportunity to be in concert Building, South Sixth and Maple
Suburban Homemakers Club wil
with Murray State University Streets. For information call
meet at 7 p.m. with Anna Bell
Chamber Orchestra in March, 753-0061, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
Russell.
starting at 10 a.m. in Annex 753-7663.
------Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Center, MSU. For information call
Murray Single Connection will
Presbyterian Church Women will
7624442.
meet for lunch at 1 p.m. at Hong
meet at 7:15 p.m. in home of Mrs
---Kong Restaurant. For information
Alfred Lindsey.
Murray State University Lady call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at
Racer basketball team will play 435-4143
(Cont'd on page 12)
Middle Tennessee at 5 p.m. followed by Racers and Middle Tennessee at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
---An American Quarter Horse
Association Show will begin at 8
a.m. at Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Admission is tree.
---Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Tuesday,Jan.
Murray State University 13, at noon at Golden Corral Restaurant. Sulan Bogard, BPW Young
Libraries will be closed today.
Careerist, will be guest speaker. All members and other interested
---individuals are encouraged to attend this luncheon meeting, a group
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter spokesman said.
of Daughters of American Revolution will meet with Patricia Miller
at 2 p.m.
---Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Hooks of Nerumberg, Germany, are the
Sunday,Jan.11
parents of a daughter, Sarepta Dawn, weighing seven pounds eight
Second day of American ounces, born on WednesdAy, Dec. 10. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Quarter Horse Association Show Charles B. Hiter of Fairdealing and Mrs. Barbara Hooks of Murray
will start at 8 a.m. at Livestock and the late Bud Hooks.
Show and Exposition Center at 8
a.m.
---Two special Church Training Modules will be taught at First Bap"Symposium on Planning:
Reaching for a Higher Level of tist Church starting Sunday, Jan. U, at 6 p.m. "Servanthood: PorExcellence" will be from 3 to 7:30 traits In the Life of Jesus" will be led by Roger Burgess. This sixon Christ's exp.m. in Ctirria Center, Murray week session study out of the book of Mark will focus in
department
II
Adult
in
meet
This
to
Will
ample
class
servanthood.
State University.
area on second floor of Fellowship Hall. "Training Sunday School
Workers in Evangelism," a six-session study qn equipping those who
work in Sunday School in evangelism, will be taught by4the Rev. G.T.
Moody on main floor of Fellowship Hall.

DATEBOOK

Murray BPW

to meet Tuesday

Sarepta Dawn Hooks born

Church schedules studies

Warford will be ordained

America's Biggest
Hero is back...
and He is not happy.

Benny Warford, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Earl Warford of Murray,
will be ordained to the gospel ministry on Sunday evening, Jan. 11, at
Farmdale Baptist Church, Louisville. Warford serves as pastor of
Fellowship Baptist Church, Hardinsburg, Ind.
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Elders plan breakfast
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BRIAN KERWIN
LINDA HAMILTON

ING KON THE GOLDE
CHILD
LIVES

The Showcase

ENDS THURS • SEE IT
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Walt Disney's Classic

HEARTBREAK
RIDGF
(3:10') .8:45 ONLY

COMING FRI., JAN. 16
CRITICAL CONDITION
*Richard Pryor
WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE
*Rutgor Hour

753-4541
121 By-Pass
...11/6
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Going Out of Business

RICHARD
GERE
KIM
ASINGER

CLINT EAST1NOOD

The Showcase

Last Few Days of Our

(1:30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:00

ENDS SOON • DON'T MISS IT

We are pleased to announce that Dena
Thompson Farris, remit
bride ofJohn Farris, has
selected her pottery,
crystal,flatware and acpessaries from our complete bridal registry.
Dens and John were
married December 28,
1986.

753-4541
121 By-Pass

EDDIE
MURPHY

(1:30. 3:25) 7:15, 9:10

We are pleased to an- 74
nounce that Elisabeth
Fain Daniell, recent 't41 •
1
bride of JeffDarnell has
selected her pottery,
crystal,flatware and accessories from our complete bridal registry.
ElLosbeth and Jeff were
married December 5,
l.

SALE!

/
40

[1]

"Unbelievable Prices"

(1:30, 3:35) 7:06, 9:15

The Elders of First Christian Church will have their monthly
breakfast on Sunday, Jan. 11, at 8 a.m. in cafeteria of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The First Christian Church Board will
meet at 7 p.m. on Sunday in church parlor.

UMYF schedules ski trip
The Senior High United Methodist Youth Fellowship has scheduled
Its ski trip to Butler from Friday to Sunday, Jan. 16-18. Members
planning to go should be at UMYF meeting on Sunday, Jan. 11, at 5:30
p.m., and especially if you need this as your third Sunday. In
November the group decided to require attendance three out of four
regular UMYF meetings to be able to go on the ski trip. Final details
will be explained on Sunday.

Need Line Board will meet
Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will meet Monday, Jan. 12, at noon at
Paglies. Sid Easley, president, urges all board members and any interested persons to attend.

DAR will meet Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of Daughters of American Revolution will meet Saturday, Jan. 10, at 2 p.m. at the home of Patricia
Miller. John Dale is scheduled to be the speaker.

- Alzheimer's Group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Jan. 13, from 4:34)
to 6:30 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. An educational video program entitled "Living in a
Nightmare" will be be shown. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger,
French Fries &
Medium Drink

ENDS THURS. SEE III

the Color
of Money
(5:25) 9:06 ONLY

All Repair & Layaway Must Be
Picked Up By January 9th.

Furches Jewelry
Downtown Murray

753-2835

$219
Special Good Jan 5-10

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut Street

Murray

753-0045
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By Rainey Apperson
Have you noticed all of the Utter
Please, if we all would just
all over Murray — in the ditches, throw things in the garbage cans,
along the streets — in front yards waste baskets and the proper
— it is a disgrace.
places, instead of out of the car

windows, think what a difference
it could make.
The most unsightly sight is a
bunch of dirty old trash along our
streets and yards. Remember, be
a good citizen, and do not litter
• • •
A couple of years ago I ran these
11 reminders for just your run of
the mill good mental health. Here
they are again:
1. Make up your mind to be happy. Learn to find pleasure in simple things.
2. Make the best of your circumstances. The trick is to make
the laughter outweigh the tears.
3. Don't take yourself too
seriously. Don't think that
somehow you should be protected
from misfortunes that befall

others.
4. You can't please everybody.
Don't let criticism bother you.
5. Don't let your neighbor set
your standards. Be yourself.
6. Do the things you enjoy doing
but stay out of debt.
7. Don't borrow trouble. Imaginary things are harder to bear
than the actual ones.
8. Since hate poisons the soul, do
not cherish grudges. Avoid people
who make you unhappy.
9. Have many interests. If you
can't travel, read about new
places.
10. Do what you can for those
less fortunate than yourself.
11. Keep busy at something. A
very busy person never has time
to be unhappy.

FRLDAY. JANUARY 0, 111131

ctheart.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in county and city
schools for the week of Jan. 12
to 16 have been released by
Joanna Adams, food service
director for Calloway County
Schools, and Judy Hina, food
service coordinator for Murray
City Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of
availability of food and other
special occasions.
Menus are as follows:

CALLOWAY COUNTY

SIGMAS SPONSOR EVENTS — Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club recently met for a "Cookie Swap" at the club house. In
the top left photo are new department members, from left, Donna
Tate, Melissa McKendree, Cindy Dyer and Carol Goings. In the top
right photo Sigma members, from left, Krista Thompson, Kathey
Hurt and Gaye Haverstock, look at toys members brought to be
donated to Murray Fire Department for the annual Children's Holiday party. In bottom left photo are hostesses for December meeting

who are,from left, Lynn Griffiths, Leah Hart, Christy Harris, Kamen
Gingies and Rosemary Graham. In the bottom right photo members
enjoy refreshments and fellowship at holiday meeting. The department will meet Monday,Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. at the club house for a program on "Substance Abuse — Charter Hospital." Hostesses will be
Gaye Haverstock, Jennifer Hewlett, Dana Hoffman, Joyce Hughes
and Kathey Hurt.

Local AAUW hears program on Head Start
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
held its December meeting at the
home of Jo Cleta Williams.
Judy Whitten and Deanna Wolf
presented a slide presentation and
program on "Head Start and its
Volunteer Program" which helps
to support the program. They said
100 children are served by the program in Murray and an additional

100 attend in Mayfield and Marshall County.
The branch president, Paula
Hulick, presided. She reported the
establishment of the Jackson Purchase AAUW Scholarship.
Virginia Slimmer announced
that the Murray Woman's Society
and the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will sponsor a Woman's

Day next summer to address
women's issues.
In another announcement, Dr.
Slimmer asked that members who
received surveys on the present
feasibility study which is being
done by the Woman's Studies Program, to be sure to answer and
return them.
Members brought gifts to be

sent to patients at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. in the home
of Irma La Follette, 808 North 20th
St., with Donna Herndon and
Margaret Yuill as cohostesses.
"Adult Literacy" will be the
theme of the program to be
presented by Chuck Guthrie and
Claire Resig.

The Calloway County School
System serves breakfrkst at
each of its elementary ctnters
each morning from 7:30 to 8
a.m. Each breakfast consists of
milk, juice and a grain item.
Some days a protein item is
served. Those students who are
receiving free lunches are also
eligible to receive free
breakfasts. Reduced breakfast
costs 25 cents and full-priced
breakfast is 50 cents. Breakfast
menus are as follows:
Cereal, milk and juice or one
other item is available as
follows: Monday — honey bun;
Tuesday — egg and cheese pat.
tie; Wednesday — cinnamon
roll; Thursday — ham and
biscuit; Friday — toast and
jelly.
————
Menus for Calloway noon
meals are as follows:
Calloway High
Monday — chicken fried
steak with gravy or chili dog;
Tuesday — spaghetti and meat
sauce or submarine; Wednesday — fried chicken or tacos;
Thursday — taco salad or
barbecue sandwich; Friday —
breakfast for lunch, pancakes
and sausage, or turkey club
sandwich. Salad bar, pizza,
cheeseburgers, hamburgers,
fruits, vegetables, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — submarine sandwich or beef stix; Tuesday —
cheeseburger or fried chicken;
Wednesday — barbecue sandwich or salisbury steak; Thursday — chicken pattie sandwich
or spaghetti with meat sauce:
Friday — corn dog or burritoes
with chili. Pizza bread, salad
bar, milk, fresh fruit,
vegetables, fruit drink, fries
and milk are available daily.

East, North
and Southwest
Monday — chicken nuggets
or barbecue sandwich; Tuesday — corn dog or Sloppy Joe
sandwich; Wednesday —
fiestada or submarine sandwich; Thursday — turkey and
dressing or hamburger; Friday
— chili and crackers or turkey
club sandwich. Milk, bread,
fresh fruits, vegetables and
fries are available daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
•
Monday — chicken nuggets
with sauce or Sloppy Joe; Tuesday — taco or chuckwagon;
Wednesday — turkey and
gravy withrolls or hamburger:
Thursday — spaghetti with
meat sauce and French bread
or cheeseburger; Friday —
bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich with cheese or vegetable
soup and sandwich. Choice of
fruits and vegetables, pizza,
hamburgers, french fries, milk
and fruit drink are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — burritoes with
chili or hamburger; Tuesday —
chuckwagon or cheeseburger;
Wednesday — hamburger
steak or hot ham and cheese;
Thursday — beef sticks with
sauce or hamburger; Friday —
vegetable soup with sandwich
or hot ham and cheese. Choice
of fruits and vegetables, pizza,
french fries, milk and fruit
drink are,available daily.
Carter Center
Monday — hot ham and
cheese or hamburger; Tuesday
— pizza or chuckwagon;
Wednesday — taco and salad or
grilled cheese; Thursday —
sliced turkey sandwich or fish
sandwich with cheese; Friday
— vegetable beef soup with
cheese and crackers or hamburger. Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are
available daily.
Robertson Center
Monday — hamburger or
ravioli with sauce; Tuesday —
pizza or barbecue sandwich;
Wednesday — fish sandwich
with cheese or turkey and
gravy with rolls; Thursday —
hamburger or chicken nuggets;
Friday — pizza or chili with
sandwich. Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are
available daily.

753-11ING
111. 6111 Nlurra%

Piano and art courses for special times are scheduled
A piano course for the adult
beginner and four art courses at
the lower division level are among
offerings scheduled at special
times during the spring semester
at Murray State University for
students who cannot meet at
regular times.
Offered through departments in
the College of Fine Arts and Communication, each of the courses
meets twice a week. The art
courses carry three semester
hours of credit each, while the

music course carries one
semester hour of credit.
Music 117, Group Piano for the
Adult Beginner, will meet from
6:30 to 7:20 p.m. on Mondays and
Thursdays.
Art 110, Studio Art for Non-Art
Majors, will meet from 6 to 9 p.m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The other three art courses will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on Mondays
and Wednesdays. They are: Art
203, Drawing; Art 205, Textile
Design in Weaving; and Art 283,

Photography.
For more information about the
courses, interested persons may
contact the Department of Art at
762-3784 or the Department of
Music at 762-4288.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
adult outreach in the Center for
Continuing Education, said late
afternoon and evening courses
make it possible for many adult or
non-traditional students to earn
academic credit while continuing
to meet work or family

Harris Grove Club holds luncheon meeting
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club held its holiday luncheon at
Golden Corral Restaurant on
Wednesday, Dec. 10, at noon. Gifts
were exchanged.
Elizabeth Parks gave the devotion on "The Meaning of
Christmas" with scripture from
John 3:16-18, 36. Mrs. told the
"Meaning, the Heart, the Spirit,
the Beauty, the Blessing and the
Purpose of Christmas."
Several copies of the book,
"History of Calloway County
Homemakers," were sold.
Present were 16 members and
one guest, Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home economics.
The club will meet Wednesday.
Jan. 14, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Corn-

munity Center with Anna Lou
Jones and Lena Jones as
hostesses.
Zeffie Woods wil! Leach a lesson

on "Knitting A String Sweater."
Also a lesson on "Estate Planning
and New Tax Laws" will be
presented.

Pottertown members meet
Members of Pottertown
Homemakers Club held their
December meeting at the Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Mary Gertzen gave the devotion
and also a report on the
Microwave Workshop, sponsored
by Extension Service.
A report of the dread Making
Workshop, sponsored by Extension Service, was presented by
Dolly Lorenz

Louise Short, president. presided. She also played the piano for
group singing led by Lurine
Cooper.
Also present were Lucy Alder.
dice, Iva Alford, Bobbie Cook,
Christine Collins, Mary Hopson,
Anita Purvis and Lois Smith.
The club will meet Wednesday.
Jan. 14, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party at Holiday Inn.

obligations.
She said adult students who wish
to learn more about admissions
procedures, placement examinations, credit by examination,
refresher courses and college survival skills may call the Counseling and T4sting Cente at 762-6851
for an appointment with a
counselor.
Late registration for the spring
semester is Monday and Tuesday,
Jan. 12 and 13, with evening
registration from 5 to 7 p.m. Jan.
14, 15, 19 and 20 in the CUITiS
Center ballroom.
Spring classes begin Wednesday, Jan. 14.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my iob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a new
er.
By br
g you some useful
gifts. Corn unity info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

lgoini'41fok
Most's* Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst. Hostess Inooborg King 492-1341

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
••••
•
••

Weekend Special
with every 3 movie rentals
Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Only

Rent A VCR
For The Weekend

'9.95

Pickup Fri., Bring Back Monday
Your movie professionals
r
have over 50 VCR's and
RENTALSALES
over 2250 Movie Titles
to choose from
CENTER
2001
8201
Open Til 8 Friday
—L.
Mem Murray 711

We've got tables packed with
merchandise reduced 50 to 75%!
Check us out daily to see what we
add to our discount tables.

January
CLEARANCE

SALE
. Look 1-- littabove discount atta

Come To The

toultemo throughout the!ISOM

Bel Air Center,

January
CLEARANCE

SALE

• "—•
A

'
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Sunday services and music are listed for local churches
Various churches in Murray and
Calioivay County have released information concerning their services on Sunday, Jan. 11, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows.
Seven*sad Poplar
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "God Is" with scripture
from Hebrews 11:1-8 at 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. services and about
"Nineveh or Tarshish?" for
studies in Jonah - I at 6 p.m. service at Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
Directing the song service will
be Jerry Bolls with an.
nouncements by Jamie Potts,
Lorin Watson and Bill Nix.
Also assisting will be Jackie
Geyrin, Alan Martin, Bill McCoart, Joel Fisher, Connie Burton,
Junior Duke, Jeff Humphreys,
Howell Clark, Thomas Schroeder,
Gene Roberts, Randy Young,
Edgar Rowland, Emmanuel Manners, Jim Wilson, James 0.Lamb,
Roy Harmon and Garry Evans.
Bible classes will start at 9:50
a.m.
Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will
speak about "Pull the Plugs" at
9:30 a.m. !service at Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
"What A Friend We Have in
Jesus" will be the selection by the
" Church Choir. Sunday School will
follow the worship service.
Good Shepherd
"Pull the Plugs" will be the
topic of the sermon by the Rev.
Bill Hart, pastor, at 11 a.m. service at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.

The Church Choir will sing
"Amazing Grace." Sunday School
will start at 10 a.m. and United
Methodist Youth Fellowship will
meet at 6:30 p.m.
First Oiristiaa
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about "What About
Angela?" with scripture from
Matthew 2:13-15, 19-23 at 10:45
a.m. service at Filet Christian
Church.
The Chancel Choir will sing the
anthem, "There's a Wideness in
God's Mercy," with Margaret
Boone as director and Gary
Galloway as organist.
Dan McKee' will be worship
leader with Annie Forrester and
Tory Holton as acolytes Also
assisting will be Clegg Austin,
Doug Vander Molen, Paul Austin,
Betty Gore, Bill Koca, Don McCord, Marilyn Stickler, June
Vander Molen, Bryan Warner and
Jo Williams
Lynn Griffiths will be in charge
of Junior Church.
Sunday School will atart at 9:30
a.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak about "Lite's Final Exalp" with scripture from Matthew
25:S146 at 11 a.m. service and
about "Pastor's Mailbag" at 7
p.m. service at Memorial Baptist
Church.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of week,
Jon 13illington and Phillip Powell
will assist.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music, will direct the Sanctuary
Choir as members sing "Jesus,
Keep Me Near the Cross" at the
morning service. Carol Bogard

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Some folks talk up a storm - and then get struck by lightning
before they get started doing what they were talking about.
2. Some have aimed to do something for twenty years but they have
not yet pulled the trigger.
3. Some have their guns loaded - but always with blank bullets.
4. Sin always causes the cup of Joy to spring a leak!
5. Jesus is the light that knows no power failure.
6. The man who kneels to God can usually stand up to anything.
7. Long tongues will mean short friendships - Hot tempers will
mean cool friends.

will sing a solo at evening hour
Margaret Wilkins and Brenda
Hart will be accompanists.
Sunday School will start at 9:40
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak about "Facing the
Unknown" with scripture from
Philippians 4:4-13 at 10:45 a.m.
service at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Truman Whitfield will direct the
Church Choir in a special selection. Tommy Gaines will be
organist and Kathy Erwin will be
pianist.
Assisting will be Naomi Dunn,
Rubella Wade, Donna Whitfield,
Betsy Whitfield, Richard Nesbitt,
Bobby Hill, Hazel Lee Boyd and
Michael Parks.
Sunday School will start at 9:45
a.m. Bible Study from Acts 13 will
be at 5:30 p.m. along with UMY for
video presentation. Choir Practice
will start at 6:15 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Smith as
pianist. The Church Choir will sing
"His Hand Reached Further
Down" at morning hour and "In
the Shelter of His Arms" at evening hour.
Sunday School with James
Rose, deacon of week, as
superintendent and Susan Jones
as pianist will start at 9:46 a.m.
University Church
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Why Can't I
Forgive?" with scripture from
Mark 11:25 at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
services and about "Forgive Me,
Please" with scripture from Luke
15:25-30 at 6 p.m. service at
University Church of Christ.
The song service will be
directed by Ernie Bailey with announcements by Robert Hendon.
Also assisting will be Wayne
Williams, Freed Curd, Hamp W.
Brooks, Jim Feltner, Hampton
Brooks, Todd Brooks, Rob Erwin,
Tim Erwin, Sam Parker, Wayne
Doran, Shelton Bowen, Nick A.
Horton, Jesse Horton, Vernon
Gantt, Jim Lawson, Steve Combs
and Billy Pritchard.
Bible classes will start at 9:45
a.m.
Russell Chapel
Hollie Alderdice, lay leader, will
be in charge of the 9:45 a.m. worship service at Russell Chapel
United Methodist Church. Church
School with Don Stom as
superintendent will start at 10:45
a.m.
Palestine
The Rev. Ben Boone, Wesley
Foundation minister at Murray
State University, will be guest
speaker at 11 a.m. service at

Palestine United Methodist
Church. Glen Jones will be worship leader and will conduct the 6
P.m. service.
Church School with Eugene
Rudolph as superintendent, Fay
Childress as pianist and Stanley
Duncan as song leader, will start
at 10 a.m.
!Mist Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about
"The Day of Decision" with scripture from Matthew 3:13 at 10:45
a.m. service at First Presbyterian
Church.
The Church Choir will sing the
anthem, "Lord of Life and King of
Glory" with Daniel Craig as director and Susan Chamberlain as
organist.
Church School will start at 9:30
a.m.
First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
minister, will speak about
"Remembering Who You Are"
with scripture from Matthew
3:13-17 at 10:50 a.m. service at
First United Methodist Church.
"It Is good To Sing Your
Praises" will be the anthem to be
sung by Chancel Choir with Bruce
Chamberlain as director and Bea
Farrell as organist:
Church School will start at 9:45
a.m.
fuel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Church. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Gwyn Key as
organist and Oneida White as
pianist.
Sunday School with Jackie
Wilson as director will start at 9:45
a.m. and Church Training with
Charles Overcast as director will
start at 5:30 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be
celebrated at 10:30 a.m., the first
Sunday after Epiphany, which is
observed in the Episcopal Church
as the commemoration of the Baptism of the Lord Jesus Christ at
10:30 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Fr. Andre Trevathan will be the
celbrant and pracher. Tracy Harrington will be lay reader. Lectors
will be Nancy Schempp and Doug
Goings. Acolytes will be Meredith
Julian, Brian Krizan and Krystel
Mowery.
Christian Educaton classes for
children and adults will begin at
9:15 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Goshen United Methodist
Church will hear the pastor, the
Rev:. Calvin Clark, speak at 11
a.m. service. Dan Woods will be
lay assistant.
Robert DeSimone will direct the
song service with Carolyn Pool
and Tracy Beach as
accompanists.
Sunday School will begin at 10
a.m. and Bible Study will start at

EA1
GIGANTIC INVENTORY REDUCTION
Limited Quantities
Some one of a kind.
Fri

CATALOG
NUMBER
20-17871
22-84761
22-15365
22-16565
22-88762
26-16211
26-66211
26-66611
26-66821
26-65811
26-26821
26-23827
26-23721
46-74851
46-63058
46-74098
57-4241
57-42551
57-4816
57-4806
57-5335
1-19624

ITEM
QUANTITY
1
Sewing Machine
1
Microwave Stand
1
Built-in Dishwasher
Built-in Dishwasher
1
Microwave 1.4 cubic
2
Washer
1
Dryer
1
Dryer
1
Dryer
1
Dryer
4
Washer
1
Washer, Repo.. Like New
1
1
Washer, Demo, Like New
1
Refrigerator, 18 cubic
1
Refrigerator, 20 cubic
1
Refrigerator, 20 cubic w/ice
1
Television, 19"
1
19" Television, Monitor Stereo
1
Console Television
Console Television
1
1
VCR, Cordless Remote, 14-4
2 Rocker Chairs & Ottoman
Set, Country Blue

NOW
$229.99

SAVE
$225.00

$284.99
$314.99
$249.99
$299.99
$244.99
$274.99
$334.99
$294.99
$419.99
$199.99
$299.99
$679.99
$629.99
$749.99
$299.99
$389.99
$559.99
$559.99
$364.99

$120.00
$ 1E10.00
$130.00
VALUE
VALUE
$60.00
$80.00
$100.00
$110.00

$110.00
$160.00
$150.00
$130.00
$50.00
$40.00
$40.00
$80.00

1
$300.00
$699.99
$399.99
Register for Bdom Box to be Given Away

Each of these items is readily avelable for sale as advertised
Al prices include shipping;4nany include delivery and installation. Special reduced prices on Oispley items only. Some items
own/ be slightly damaged Seers hes a credit plan to suit most
every need.

"
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THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"An old custom is so sacred when it established before the ace of clubs
is bad!"
is gone, and the defenders take five
- Hector Berlioz. tricks instead of three.

More than a few players would
not hesitate over their play to trick
two. Too often have they been chastised for not returning their partners' leads.
West leads the spade deuce to
East's ace, and the defense is at the
crossroad§. What happens if East
returns his partner's lead?
South ducks the spade return to
West's queen, but the game is now
secure. South knocks out the club
ace as early as he can, and the defenders are held to only three tricks.
East should do some thinking
when he wins his spade ace. West's
spade deuce tells East that both
West and South have four spades
each, and if South has a spade honor
(most likely), the spade continuation
is a wasted effort.

NORTH
1-9-A
•J 95
•8 2
•K Q 7
4K 10 9 8 7
WEST
EAST
•Q 10 6 2
4A 8
•K 5 4 3
•J 10 9 7
•8 6 5 4 2
•9 3
46 4 2
4A 3
SOUTH
•K 7 4 3
•A Q 6
•A J 10
QJ5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead. Spade deuce

A much better play is the shift to
the jack of hearts, a play that wins
whenever West holds the king or
ace.
In today's layout, the heart shift
dooms the game. The heart suit is

Sale Starts
Jan 9 thru Jan 17

WAS
$454.99
$94.99
$404.99
$494.99
$379.99
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
$344.99
$414.99
$394.99
$529.99
$412.99
$479.99
$789.99
$789.99
$899.99
$429.99
$449.99
$599.99
$599.99
$444.99

Children's Church at 11a.m.
be directed by Mary Bynum and
Ms* Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will Susan Underwood,
Sunday School with Marty
speak about "Planning 1967" with
scripture from James 4:13-17 at Futrell as director will start at 10
10:45 a.m. service and about "Re- a.m. and Church Training with
Viewing the Beatitudes" with Terry Byerly as director will start
scripture from Matthew 5:1-12 at 7 at 5:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist
p.m. service at First Baptist
.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
Church.
Assisting will be the Rev. 0.T. speak about "In Search of ComMoody, associatetsutor, the Rev. mon Ground, Part I" with scripR.P. Hodge, minister of ture from Romans 14:1-13 at 10:50
youth/education, Roger Burgess, a.m. service and about "The
deacon of week, Gil Mathis, Bobby Great Oommisaion" with scripMalone, David Carson, Ryan hire from Matthew 28:16-20 at 6
Malone, Daymond Carson and p.m. service at Westside Baptist
Church.
Steven Malone.
Tommy Scott will direct the
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the Adult Choir music with Patsy Neale and Susie
as members sing "Holy Spirit Scott as accompanists.
The Church Choir will sing
Live in Me" at morning hour and
"Alleluia to The Lord" at evening "Standing On Solid Rock at mornhour. Joan Bowker and Allene ing hour and "All to Thee" at
evening hour. Bill and Kathy
Knight will be accompanists.
Sunday School will start at 9:30 Tichnor will sing a duet at 10:50
a.m. and Church Training, GAs, a.m. and Rudell Parks will sing a
RAs, Acteens and Pioneer RAs at solo at 8 p.m.
Sunday School will start at 10
6 p.m.
lake-Land Apostolic
a.m.
Coldwater
The Rev. James H. Cain, Astor,
The Rev. George
ets
pi, pastor,
will present the first in a series of
lessons on "God Uses Men in Spite will speak about "A Right Relaof Their Weaknesses" in 10 a.m. tionship To God" with scripture
preaching/teaching session at from Ephesians 6:1-9 at 11 a.m.
service and about "Dining with
Lake-Land Apostolic Church.
At 6 p.m. service Dan Walker Demons" with scripture from I
will present a lesson from the book Corinthans 10:14 to 11:1 at 6 p.m.
of Habakkuk,one of the minor pro- service at Coldwater Baptist
phets. The evangelistic service Church.
will begin at 7 p.m.
Bobby Manning will direct the
Poplar Spring Baptist
music with Marge West and JenThe Rev. Chester P. Culver, nifer Culp as accompanists.
pastor, will speak on the second
Sunday School will start at 10
commandment, "Thou Shalt Not a.m.
Make Unto Thee Any Graven ImSinking Spring Baptist
age" at 11 a.m. service at Poplar
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
Spring Baptist Church. At 6:30 will speak about "Salvation in Two
p.m. service he will speak about Words" with scripture from Acts
"Spacemen."
-20:21 at 11 a.m. service and about
PIMP Garrett will direct the "The Lord's Final Instructions"
music with Louise Short as with !scripture from Luke 24:36-53
organist and Tonya Wells as at 7 p.m. service at Sinking Spring
pianist. The Church Choir will sing Baptist Churctr. Larry Cherry will
"In the Garden."
serve as deacon of week.
6:30 p.m

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and
international
Traveltime

C soon. Neobbok

ono Co., MI

ift.
-71:e/t
.
°4fsi714k

1
1
"ft

SEARS

Send bridge questions to The Aces, P 0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with sell-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, IOC, United Feature Syndicate

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE HERE
753-1916

Do
you
have
questions
about
taxes,
investment return,
business loans,
real estate transactions,
penional financial planning?

SafliOection guarertfted
Of your monoy bock

Bel Air
Center
793-2310

BID WITH THE ACES
1-9-B
South holds:
•A8
J 10 9 7
•8 6 5 4 2
4A 3
North South
1•
1 NT
2•
ANSWER: Three spades South had
the maximum for his initial response and has prime cards. The
hand is worth one more try for
game.

Initial C,onforence Free

We have answers.
Call us.

MK
Michael H. Keller
Certified Pubk Accountant
7534918
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Racer Illustrated
GO
RACERS
Murray State Racers (7-5) vs.
Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles (3-8, 0-1 OVC)
Monday, January 12, 1987, 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena (5,550) Murray Kentucky
GAME 14

COUPON

OH, Lube &
Filter
$999
with coupon
Well odd up to s ass. of
Holmline 10W-30, 10W•40
motor oil ond give your co,
o complete checkup.
Good on most cars and
light trucks.
BY APPOiNMENT ONLY
Call 753 0595

OPEN 24 HOURS
Groceries
fr.-Cigarettes
..-Snacks

Shell
12th & Chestnut

Ts
Dolt
center,
al%

sa air skipapisi oasts:
mum, By.

759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
rd

A

tZ2
Yew asialds bler build* sapply emus.
Nis.-PrL 740440, kt. Mx. 14

ArbIsk
N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
PAM'S CAKE HUT
Good Old
Fashion
Homemade Cakes
For All
Occasions
Weddings. Birthdays,
Anniversaries, Club Parties,
Church Events, Novelty Cakes
made to Order.
\

•

We Put Pride and That Little Extra
Into Our Cakes Because
We Make Our Cakes
To Be Remembered

Murray State Racers (7-5) vs.
Middle Tennessee State Blue Raiders (9-2, 1-0 OVC)
Saturday, January 10, 1987, 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena (5,550) Murray, Kentucky
GAME 13
THUS FAR: Murray State is 7-5 as it enters its 39th season of
Ohio Valley Conference competition. The Racers have seven consecutive winning seasons, the longest current streak of any OVC
members,and Murray State owns a winning record in every series
with current league teams.
Middle Tennessee is 9-2 overall, 1-0 in the OVC. The Blue Raiders
share a portion of the conference lead with Akron after opening
the league season with a 112-79 win at Tennessee Tech Monday
evening.
THE COACHES: STEVE NEWTON is 24-17 in his second season
as head coach of the Racers. A 1963 graduate of Indiana State
University, he is in his ninth season at Murray State, having spent
seven seasons as associate head coach to Ron Greene. Since he
arrived on campus, MSU has a record of 143-95. He is 1-2 against
MTSU.
BRUCE STEWART is 49-27 in his third season as head coach.
He is a 1975 graduate of Jacksonville State. He is 4-2 against Murray State.
THE SERIES: Although the series got off to a disappointing start
on January 24, 1930, with a 39-29-MTSU win in Murfreesboro, the
Racers have bounced back to take a commanding 78-24 lead in the
rivalry. Murray hasn't been a good place to visit for the Blue
Raiders, who havewon only eight times in 48 trips. That includes
a 7-25 record when playing Murray State in Racer Arena.
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Roy Boisture and Dale Ford. An
American League umpire during the summer, Ford was on the
umpire crew for the 1986 World Series and called balls and strikes
in Game 6 of the Series.
ELSEWHERE IN THE OVC: Akron at Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee Tech at Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee, Youngstown State
at Morehead State.
THE MORE THINGS CHANGE...: ...the more they stay the
same. The current OVC standings prove that, as Akron and Middle Tennessee share the early leadership. That's exactly how the
season finished up last year, with the Zips and the Blue Raiders
as co-champions.
STREAKING RACERS: Murray State enters tonight's game
with the second-largest home winning streak in Racer Arena
history. Currently at 22 games, MSU would need to keep its record
unblemished through the Akron game on February 21 to rewrite
the Racer Arena win streak record of 27, set by Cal Luther's teams
from November 30, 1968, to February 28, 1970. Ironically, the
Racers would tie the record against the last team to defeat them
at home in February 9's contest against Eastern Kentucky.
VVPSD-TV POSTER NIGHT: Tonight is WPSD-TV Racer Poster
Night. The first 1,500 fans who enter Racer Arena this evening will
be given a free full-color Racer schedule poster, compliments of
WPSD-TV, Channel 6 in Paducah.
REJECTION NOTICE: With his 24 blocked shots thus far this
season, JEFF MARTIN needs only two more to match his
freshman record of 26. He needs only 19 more to tie Mike Lahm's
school record of 43 in a season.
MORE ON MARTIN: With his 16 points against Indiana-Purdue
Indianapolis Wednesday night, MARTIN has surpassed the
600-point career scoring plateau and now focuses on reaching the
339 points he scored last season. With 261 points, he needs 78 more
to reach that mark.
MANN ALREADY GONE BY: Sophomore guard DON MANN
has amassed 204 points this season, which already pushes him
beyond the 188 he scored last season. After picking up four assists
against IUPUI, he now has 144, which leaves him nine behind
Zedric Macklin for sixth place on the MSU career list.
THE LAST TIME: Middle Tennessee's last visit to Racer Arena
featured a 3-M attack, as JEFF MARTIN,DON MANN,and Zedric
Macklin combined for 69 of MSU's 93 points on the way to a 93-86
win and a share of the OVC lead with three games left in the season.
With former Kentucky head coach Joe B. Hall in attendance, the
Racers shot the lights in the first half, hitting .606 from the field
on 20-33 sniping. Meanwhile, MTSU was hitting at a .513 clip (20-39)
for a halftime score of 43-42 in favor of the Racers. Observers were
shaking their heads at halftime, thinking MSU couldn't keep up
the blistering field goal pace in the second half, and they were
right...the Racers didn't keep it up, they improved it, scorching
the twines at a .708 pace to keep MTSU at bay. The outside shooting
of Mann, who was 5-6 from what is now three-point range, loosened up the inside game of MTSU and allowed the Racers to work
the ball in for tight shots.
BEFORE THE STREAK: Before Murray State started its
22-game home winning streak, they'd already enjoyed tremendous
success at home. All told, for the past three and a half seasons,
the Racers have a cumulative home record of 47-4, with three of
those losses coming in the 1984-85 season (to Marathon Oil, Lincoln Memorial, and Eastern Kentucky).
RACER UPCOMING: Murray State will host Tennessee Tech
in Racer Arena Monday night before hitting the road for a fivegame swing. First stop will be "Ice Valley," with a game at
Youngstown State on January 17 followed by Akron on January
19. Next is "Death Valley," namely Eastern Kentucky on January
24 and Morehead State on January 26. The Racers wrap the swing
with a visit to Austin Peay on January 31. Things don't get any
easier back at home, though, as nationally-ranked New Orleans
and sensation Ledell Eackles visit Murray on February 4.

•
THUS FAR: Tennessee Tech is 3-8 overall, 0-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference as they enter weekend play. The Golden Eagles visit
Austin Peay on Saturday night before the Monday game at Murray State.
THE COACHES: Tom Deaton is 88-88 in his seventh season as
head coach at Tennessee Tech. A 1970 graduate of Tusculum, he
served as an assistant coach under Don DeVoe at the University
of Tennessee prior to accepting the position at Tennessee Tech.
He is 4-8 against Murray State.
THE SERIES: Murray State holds a commanding 84-31 lead in
the series, which began on March 4, 1930, with a 61-21 Murray State
win in Memphis State to win the tourney, their last in the MVC.
Murray State has enjoyed a great deal of success at home against
TTU, rolling up a 48-6 record in the 54 contests played in Murray.
MSU is 29-24 in Cookeville and 6-2 on neutral floors.
HEAD TO HEAD: Tonight's game pits two of the premier young
point guards in a head to head battle. TTU sophomore Anthony
Avery and MSU sophomore DON MANN both were Ohio Valley
Conference All-Freshman team selections last season. A preseason ALL-OVC first-team selection this year, Avery has been
hobbled by a bad knee and still is not performing at 100 percent,
while Mann, a second-team pre-season selections fifth in the
league in scoring and third in assists.

GOOD
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EVERY DAY

WALMART
Hwy.641 North
Mon.-Sot. 14; Sen. 12-6

the Home Team
See BC for your Real Estate needs
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Magazines, Office
Supplies, Pencils,
Pens and
Much More!

THE
UNIVERSITY
STORE
Located in the Curtis Student Center

West Kentucky's Economy Car Center
S. 12th St.
800 Chestnut
AUDI
GOLF-JETTA

612 South 9th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

15021 753-5719

Wood Stoves
and Wood
Heaters
America's
House
Warmer,

Racer forward Craig Eversoll sinks a jumper for two of his 17 points.
Everson led the Racers to an 85-64 win over the Metros of It-PLI.

410 Main St.
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West making grade
in sports, classroom
By DAVID STEPHENSON
Sports Writer
His athletic accomplishments would make most college coaches'
mouths water, as would any blue chip recruit. His academic standing
makes him look that much better in his role as a top notch prospect
for any university.
Murray High School senior Mark West is the blue chipper that is
turning the heads of college coaches around the country, yet he keeps
a sense of reality in his views on what has gotten him to where he is
today, and where he is going in the future.
"My dad (Dr. Mark West) has always told me that athletics will only last so long and that academics are much more important that
athletics," West said. "I was practically born with a ball in my hand.
He(Dr. West) has been my greatest inspiration with regard to me excelling in both academics and athletics. He has always pushed me to
be the best, not only in the school or region, but the best in the state."
Competition is the one thing that West enjoys most about athletics.
"It brings.out the best in me as it does with anybody," he said. "I
would enjoy playing ping pong because I just love the competition. I
have learned to go out and enjoy any sport that I may be playing, and
if things are not going the way I would like them to be going, I will
work that much harder to change it."
His athletic accomplishments reflect his competitive nature. He
has helped to lead his summer leagte baseball teams to four state
tournaments, hitting .500 in the Senior Babe Ruth League State Tournament. He has started for Murray High's baseball team, at shortstop, since the eighth grade and during his freshman year, West was
called on as a relief pitcher, accumulating 11 saves his first season.
Starting as quarterback the last four games of his freshman year.
West threw for 600 yards and six touchdowns. During his next three
years on the gridiron, he threw for over 4,000 yards, connecting for 31
touchdown passes. He was named to the All Western Kentucky Conference Team those three years and received honorable mention All
State his sophomore and junior years, making the All State Team for
his performance his senior year.
Currently the leading scorer on the Murray High basketball team
averaging about 16 points a game, West has started at point guard for
the Tigers since his sophomore year. During his sophomore year he
helped lead his team to the State Tournament, something West considers one of his greatest accomplishments. "It was the greatest
team I have ever been. associated with, we worked incredibly hard
and dedicated ourselves to winning the state tournament," he said.
We didn't win, but the thrill of playing in Rupp Arena in ftont of
17,000 people is something I will always remember."
One would think that a gifted athlete such as West that maintains a
3.5 grade point average on the 4.0 scale would not have time for many
other extracurricular activities. But Mark West likes to stay busy. "I
like to keep active," he said. "There is not much of an off-season for
me between sports, but I do have other interests." One of those interests is theatre. He is currently playing the lead in the production
"The Little Shop of Horrors" at Murray High. He was a member of
the French Drama Team that won the state competition and is a
member of the French Club, the National Honor Society, and Hi— Y
at MHS.
(Cont'd eo page *)
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Murray State University may
have a new head football coach by
as early as Saturday. Three
finalists were scheduled to interview for the job, today.
Jack Morris, who has coached
Mayfield High School to four1State
championships in 18 years, was
the first slated for an interview, at
8:30 a.m. Morris has established a
181-38-2 record with the Cardinals.
Mike Mahoney, a former Racer
assistant now at Kansas, was
scheduled for an 11 a.m. interview. Mahoney became a full-time
assistant on MSU's staff in 1980
after serving a year as graduate
assistant. He became the defensive coordinator in 1982 and was
named head assistant coach in
1985.
Jim Dennison, who coached the
Akron Zips to an 80-62-2 record in
.his 13 years as their head coach,
was scheduled the third interview.
Dennison was lei go by Akron to
give the job to former Notre Dame
coach Gerry Faust.
The committee set up for the interviews was made up of RacerClub president Dick Stout, tricorning Racer Club president Bill
Rayburn, Health and Physical
Education department chairman
Clad Stewart, Regent Wendell
Lynch, SGA president Lou Zimmerman and a member of the
Racer team.

Murray Mgt senior Mark West shows leadership in the classroom as well as on the athletic fields and courts.
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CCHS freshmen split
Calloway County's freshman
teams split a pair of games with
North Marshall, Jan. 8.
Joe Stonecipher wathced his
Lakers freshman team down
North Marshall, last night, 36-28.
Mike Ruzzio led the charge for
Calloway, with eight points. Scott
Adams, Pookie Jones and Tim
Carpenter rounded out the Lakers'
balanced attack with six points
each.
Calloway moves to 6-2 on the
year.

The girls' team was propelled
Cynthia Garland who scored 18
paints and grabbed 12 rebounds,
but lost 43-30.
It was the Lady Lakers' third
game of the week and coach Mina
Todd said that fatigue was a factor
In the second half.
Calloway trailed only 22-16 at
the half and 29-7/ at the end of
three quarters.
Angie Miller scored six and
Renee Thomas five as Calloway
fell to 3-3.

Groups seek
to be heard
in NCAA
By TIM LIOTTA
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO — One day after
calling a special convention to examine cost-cutting measures, the
Presidents Commission got a
message that other interested parties wanted a voice in the future of
college athletics.
A number of cut-back measures
which the Presidents Commission
wanted withdrawn were instead
acted upon during Thursday's
waling business session of the
NCAA Convention.
But the very thing the presidents
say they want done in the June
meeting — cutbacks — were
delivered by convention
delegates, who moved to place
reductions on college football and
basketball.
"I think it sends a message that
there is a great deal of strength in
what the Presidents Commission
plans to do in June ... that we are
ready to make appropriate cuts in
costs," NCAA President Jack
Davis said.
Delegates banned boosters from
any participation in recruiting and
cut football scholarship limits
from 30 per year to 25. Later, Division I schools voted to reduce from
15 to 13 the maximum number of
scholarships in men's and
women's basketball.
In a further reduction in basketball, Division I schools voted to
limit to two the number of
volunteer and-or graduate assistant coaches.
"I think this sends a message to
the presidents," Georgia Tech
Athletic Director Homer Rice
said. "They need to listen to us,
the athletic directors, before they
set up the agenda for for the
special convention."
Davis was most pleased with the
convention's vote to eliminate
boosters from recruiting.
"It's an attempt by the major
conferences to avoid some of the
abuses that have occurred in
recruiting," he said. "It sends a
message out to most institutions or
booster clubs or alumni associations that they should stay out of
recruiting and leave It up to the
professionals."
The measure to ban boosters entirely from the recruiting process
was passed virtually without opposition. The_legislation bans supporters of college athletic teams
from even telephoning or writing
to a high school prospect beginning Aug. 1, 1987.
Actions by over-zealous
boosters in bestowing gifts and
(Oest'd es page t)
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throws, it would have made it a lot
easier on us," Harroll said.
Greenfield led the Lady Tigers
with 19 points. Pam Prescott and
Amy Long chi
in with 11 each.
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West. . .
(Coord from page 8)
The future for Mark West looks
bright, but he views it in a realistic
fashion. "My choice of colleges
has really been nerve wrecking
lately, he said. "I am trying to
narrow my choices down now. I
am having to make a big decision
about,the direction my life is going
to take. I am looking realistically
at my chances of fulfilling my
dream of playing big league ball
or concentrating on my education." Several schools in Texas
have shown an interest in West for
his baseball expertise, while
several Ivy League schools, including the University of Pennsylvania, have voiced an interest
In him for his football.
How can someone excel in both
athletics and academics as Mark
West has?
"It takes a great deal of self
motivaton and sacrifice," West offers as advice to the young wantiltg to excel. "You have got to
want to go out and do the best you
can possibly do. You can never let
yourself think you are too good,
rather you should always strive to
be the best in what you try to do I
challenge the young athletes to
push themselves to be ths best in
both school and on the field or
court"
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their contest, as well, pulling away
to a 41-26 win.
Coach Peter O'Rourke was
pleased to see his team apply
defensive pressure in the fourth
quarter to wear down their opponent for the win.
"We played our best ganfe of the
year," he said. "Trigg County has
the best team they've had in the
eight years I've been here."
Pam Bucy lead the way for the
Lady Lakers with 12 points. She
also had six rebounds, five offensive, and four steals.
Susan Lax scored 10 points and
had five rebounds, four steals and
two assists.
Shay Strager had six points,
seven rebounds and an assist. Betsy Herndon scored four points.
O'Rourke also praised the
defensive play of Bucy and Lisa
Stall who held Trigg's leading
scorers well below thier averages.
Calloway is now 3-2.
The boys' and girls' teams host
Benton, Jan. 15.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Junior forward Todd Ziegler has
left the Kentucky basketball team,
and school officials say he plans to
transfer to Western Kentucky.
"Todd told me yesterday that he
plans to transfer," Kentucky
coach Eddie Sutton said in a
prepared statement Thursday.
"It's a personal matter, and I told
Todd I would help him in anyway I
can. We certainly wish him well in
whatever he does."
Ziegler visited Western Kentucky on Thursday, according to
sports information director Paul
Just. "He plans to be a student at
Western next week. His intentions
are to enroll here."
Western coach Murray Arnold,
In a statement released through
Just, said, "We're all pleased that
Todd will be at Western and we're
looking forward to working with
him."
"He's a pretty talented young
man who apparently hasn't had
the opportunity to play as much as
he'd like," Arnold said.
Ziegler would not be eligible to
play until January 1!.:: and would
have three semesters of eligibility
left, Just said.
Ziegler, of Jeffersontown, was

suspended from the Kentucky
team Oct. 31, a day after being arrested on a shoplifting charge. He
completed a diversionary program, removing the arrest from
his record, and was reinstated to
the team Dec. 23.
Ziegler, however, was not in
uniform for the four games since
his reinstatement, although Sutton
had said he would dress for
Wednesday's game against
Alabama.
Sutton said after the Alabama
game he did not put Ziegler back
in the lineup because he was not in
playing shape.
His mother Brenda Ziegler,
however, told the Lexington
Herald-Leader: "I'm not going to
elaborate, but I will say this! Todd
had not gained any weight and he
had worked to keep in shape the
whole time of the suspension."
Sutton also said Wednesday that
Ziegler probably realized he
would not see a lot of playing time
because of the crop of talented
recruits signed in November.
In two seasons with the
Wildcats, Ziegler averaged 1.3
points and .9 rebounds in 3.1
minutes a game. He averaged 2.0
points and 1.1 rebounds last
season.
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Browns, Broncos ready
for AFC championship

By CHUCK 1WELVU'q
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND — Dan Reeves
isn't buying the notion that Sunday's AFC championship game
between his Denver Broncos and
the Cleveland Browns will merely
determine which team gets to lose
In the Super Bowl.
"Right now, the NFC has the
dominant team in the New York
Giants. They are a good football
team," Reeves said. "But the
American Football Conference is
awfully good, and of the four
teams that are left, anybody can
beat anybody else."
The AFC title game appropriately matches the teams
with the two best records in the
conference.
Cleveland won eight of its last
nine games to close the regular
Gordon, held on for the victory. season at 12-4, good for its second
Don Easley, Robbie Danner and straight AFC Central Division
Brian Carroll each added eight title.
Denver started the year with a
points.
winning streak but was
six-game
Murray will travel to Mayfield
on Jan. 19 for a game with the Car- only a .500 team in the second half,
dinals. The game starts at 6 p.m. finishing atop the AFC West at
11-5.
The Broncos, three-point underdogs this weekend, have won
seven straight against the Browns,
the most recent victory coming in
1984.
Cleveland's offense, however,
has changed dramatically since
(Coat'd from page 10)
then, largely because of the quick
cash as a way of luring top pro- development of 23-year-old
spects have resulted in several quarterback Bernie Kosar.
schools being placed on probation
Kosar, who has never faced the
by the NCAA.
Broncos, had an erratic but inspiring performance in the Browns'
23-20 double-overtime victory over
the New York Jets last weekend.
The NCAA delegates dealt with He overcame two fourth-quarter
a full agenda Thursday and were interceptions to rally Cleveland
hoping to conclude all their from a 20-10 deficit with four
business late this afternoon.
minutes to play.
In another major action, Divi"I think one of the real keys to
sion II schools voted 93-70 to adopt being a great quarterback is that
the same freshman academic re- you don't let adversity bother
quirements under Proposition 48 you," Reeves said in a telephone
that Division I schools put into ef- Interview. "He threw a couple infect last August. After much terceptions and things looked
debate, an amendment was bleak, but he kept throwing the
defeated to remove the rule's most football and pulled it out.
controversial component, stan"It's impressive, the poise and
darized test scores.
leadership he's shown at such a

Murray freshmen win
The Murray High freshman
boy's team, using a balanced scoring attack from their starters,
defeated the visiting Fulton County Pilots 44-36 Thursday night.
"Our guys are playing well as a
team now,— Murray coach
Howard Boone said of the Tigers,
now 2-3 on the season, "and when
we can get our starters playing
together like they did tonight, we
feel we can beat anyone."
The Tigers lead 17-13 at the half,
but pulled the lead out during tne
third quarter. In the fourth
quarter, the Pilots pulled within
three, but Murray, behind a
10-point performance from Scott

428

940Ulit041 110, Indiana 96

524 Main
Calloway County's boys and
girls middle school teams took a
double-header from Trigg County
last night.
Coach Stan-Waller's Lakers used a strong second quarter and a
solid final half to beat Trigg, 56-18.
- "We need one," Waller said.
"My kids really came out and
played hard. We needed to get the
new year off to a good start."
Calloway's lead was only 10-8
after a quarter, then Waller took
his team out of its man-to-man
defense and into a zone press.
The Lakers increased their lead
to 31-12 at the half and held Trigg
to just six thid quarter points,
before shutting it out in the fourth.
Michael Boyd led the Laker attack with 16 points, 10 rebounds
and three steals. Billy Brickey
scored 13 points and had four
steals.
Travis Turner and Brian Smith
added eight points each.
The Lady Lakers won big in

Sill. Faro Melia WaroatAit 1001,11.1. ,timpany
How Oaks Illsomigna

Chicago 121, Portland 117
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CCMS sweeps games
from Trigg County
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State Farm is there
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much time to recover from last
night's game. They travel to
Fulton County with the varsity
boys, tonight. However, Harroll
believes his team will be ready to
Play.
We have a lot of young kids
with a lot of enthusiasm," Harrol
said. "I think we'll bounce back."
Murray's junior varsity girls
won their game with the Lady
Hounds, 40-23.
Greenfield led the way in that
game, as well, with 18 points. Jennifer Parker added 14.
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heading for Western
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1. A Clippers

Atlantic Divides

MURRAY- Hassell 2-6, 8-4, 7,
Yolanda Greenfield 1-4, 0-0, 2,
Prescott 5-7, 1-7, 11, Hamilton 2-7,
0-0, 4, Long 5-18, 1-4, 11, Ann
Greenfield 8-16, 8-8, 19, Parker 2-4,
0-0, 2, Cheryl Jones 1-1, 0-0, 2.
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SCOREBOARD '1 Ziegler leaves Cats,

Lady Tigers fall short
lose to Lady Hounds
The Lady Tigers did everything
right, last night, except for one
detail— they didn't win.
Murray High played even ball
with the Reidland Lady
Greyhounds for most of the game,
but didn't lead until the last two
minutes.
Murray led 56-54 with 20 seconds
remaining when Reidland missed
the front end of a one-and-one, but
the Greyhounds force a held ball
and the arrow was in the home
team's favor.
The Greyhounds scored, but left
enough time for Ann Greenfield to
get drive to the other end of the
floor and get away a jump shot.
But Greenfield'd jumper went in,
the back out and Murray had
fallen to 3-5.
"They (Reidland) have a very
good team," coach Jimmy Harroll
said. "I think that although we
lost, we gained some confidence."
Murray lost the game on the
free-throw line, shooting just 3-11
In the fourth.
If we would have hit our tree

TIMES

NCAA...

$5
OFF

young age."
Kosar has bluntly avoided all
suggestions that Sunday's game
will represent a duel between him
and Denver quarterback, John
Elway.
"I don't have to be concerned
with him. Our defense does,"
Kosar said.
Elway,likewise, prefers that the
game not be perceived as a battle
of quarterbacks.
"Every quarterback has his own
style," Elway said. "I'm more
mobile than Bernie, but Bernie's a
great touch passer and he throws
the deep ball very well."
Statistically, Kosar's season
was slightly better than Elway's.
The Cleveland quarterback
threw for 3,854 yards, to Elway's
3,485. Kosar was intercepted 10
times, Elway 13. Kosar completed
58 percent of his passes, Elway 56
percent.
Yet Elway's ability to run with
the ball presents the Cleveland
defense with a problem the
Denver defense can ignore. Elway
scrambled for 257 yards this year;
Kosar, who loves the pocket, gained 19 yards on 24 runs.
"Elway has the ability to make
a good play out of a potentially bad
play," said Cleveland Coach Marty Schottenheimer, calling attention to Elway's 22-yard touchdown
scramble in Denver's 22-17 playoff
victory over New England.
Elway sprained his ankle in the
New England game, but Schottenheimer expects him to have full
mobility Sunday.
"I'm sure that he'll be 100 percent," Schottenheimer said. "At
this point in time, you've got a full
season to recover."
Defensively, both teams are
strong, though Cleveland's
defense did not flex its muscles until late in the year. The Browns
held the Cincinnati Bengals' topranked offense to three points in
the second-last game of the
season.
Denver's defense was solid all
year behind the shifty pass.
rushingteam of Rulon Jones and
Karl Mecklenberg.

What a Buy! This home consists of 2
BR's, Lr, Dr, Kit., bath & utN. Approx
1 acre of land in county. Priced at
$26,000.

Set up an appt today to see this
beautiful 3 BR home. Priced in upper
30's. Located on Providence Rd

NMI
0
1141111111
Attention Investors. 2 BR's & fireplace
on 1st floor. 2 BR's & fireplace in basement. Located near M.S.0

New Listing! 3 BR home in desirable
area. Priced to sell. Won't last long
$40,000. Located on N 19th Street

p.

One of a kind! 3 BR's, 2 bath located
on Oxford Drive. Lots of space

Is your style cramped? Check out this
roomy 4 BR, 2 bath home located on
Olive St. Well priced at $32,000

Open: Mon.-Thurs., 9-6, Fri. & Sat., 9-4

TICKETS
TICKETS
TICKETS
MSU vs. Middle Tenn.
Saturday, January 10
Women's Game 5 p.m.
Men's Game 7:30 p.m.

MSU vs. Tenn. Tech
VALUABLE COUPON
Bring this coupon in for
$5 off a muffler & tailpipe
Installation.
•Offer evires Jan 31, 1987

Monday, January 12
Women's Game 5 p.m.
Men's Game 7:30 p.m.

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR I SERVICE CENTER INC.

Cierraid Boyd's Auto Repair
81 Service Center Inc.
514 S. 12th St.

General Admission
and Reserve Bleacher

$5.00

Children (Gralles 1-12)

$2.00

753-1750

Ticket Window Opens at 4:45 p.m.
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The Brushpile Crappie Shoppe staff addition announced

Maupin, Pierceall join firm as seminar speakers, lecturers
The Brushpile Crappie
Shoppe" has announced the addition of Jerry Maupin and Sharon
Pierceall as full-time team
members to its growing professional staff of seminar speakers
and lecturers.
The Kentucky Lake-based company will be co-sponsoring "The
Brushpile Fishing Team and
Staff" appearing at eight major
consumer shows, numerous threeday and one-night shows all across
the nation in the early 1987 seasons
Crappie fishing clinics with air
educational format are the forte'
of the team members. Jerry and
Sharon's supporting sponsors are:
Johnson Fishing Reels, MinnKota, Crappie Buster, InFisherman Magazine, Fish'N
Tree by Dr. Loren Hill, Bumble
Bee Bait Co. and many more.
Bobby Tyree, public relations
officer and seminar coordinator
commented, "We are delighted
with the appointment of these two
fine people to our seminar team.
Maupin is an authority on placement of cover and habitat for
crappie with many years of actual
In-the-field experience. He is one
of the first persons to co-relate
cover and structure into a viable
and useful method for conservation and better fisheries. Jerry's
lectures are an education to the
correct placement of cover not on-

Fishing line

Maupin to feature cover placement
during his crappie fishing clinics

By Jerry Maupin

Water conditions below Barkley
and Kentucky dams are much improved and several local anglers'
are taking some mighty fine
sauger.
They are bouncing a one ounce
lead head jig, with a minnow attached, along the bottom of the
channel. Some are fishing closer
to the dam but everyone seems to
be using the moving water or currents to stay on the sauger. A few
white stripes, crappie and even a
catfish every now and then are being caught by this method. It's
hard to say when the best times
are because you never really know
what the water flow is going to be.
However, should you happen to be
to there when a big school of sauger
to
to moves in, you can fill the live well!
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along the ledges and ropes which
have stumps or bush of some kind
on them. Spider rigs are very
popular, but a lot of folks prefer to
hold a rod in their hand so they can
feel the strike.

Crappie fishing clinics with
Jerry Maupin are an education in
making the right choices for cover
- placement (brush, trees, etc. on
structure (ledges, drop-offal, in
conjunction with migration routes
and habits of the crappie.
Jerry's expertise in cover placement comes from many years
employment with the Kentucky
Fish k Wildlife Department. Jerry
also implemented the fish attracter program by T.V.A. which

has shown great success in the
past years.
Maupin is also one of the nation's top authorities on ultra-lite
technique. Jerry explains the proper line, reel and rod actions, with
lure weight and design.
His unique slide shows and
presentations will show beginner
and expert alike how to attract
and hold crappie and all gamefish
to a complete, and stable
environment.
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Our water temperature remains
in the mid 40's and hear winter
pool stage. Many sections of Kentucky Lake have cleared or lost
the real dingy color which should
help some. We have had a natural
fish kill on Kentucky Lake and
thousands of threadfin, skipjack
and gizzard shad minnows are
dead or dying. This is a normal
winter kill which happens every
year when the water temperature
takes a sudden plunge or even a
rise, so don't panic, the water is
ok.
I saw Iris Crawford in Benson's
Sporting Goods the first of the
week and he said he had caught 96
big slab crappie over the
weekend!
Marty Harper and Dean
Shoemaker have been doing well
also. Marty said they caught 180 in
two days. Most of Marty and
Dean's crappie came from ledges
and brush 12 feet deep. As conditions remain good so will the
fishing, the crappie are hungry
and traveling in large schools.
Keep some jigs ready and give
them a try. By the way, most of
the fish being caught are taken in
the morning hours!
Happy Fishing!

Sharqp Pierceall

Piercall to feature lure presentation
Crappie fishing clinics with lure
presentation and techniques with
an educational format is the basis
of- lectures from the "Brushpile
Crappie Shoppe" team member
Sharon Pierceall.
Ms. Pierceall has been giving instore and in-booth clinics in proper
lure presentation for the past two
years, and is called the "First
Lady of Crappie Fishing" by her
teammates.
She is an expert in artificial
presentation for crappie, from
small spinners to balanced jigs,
choice of line weights and equipment. Her seminars combine

seasonal habits and preferred
cover of the crappie with proper
lure choice. Her easy to understand lectures and slide shows will
help guide newcomers to the sport
to the right equipment choice to
get started. Sharon also talks on
easy casting techniques for all
crappie fishermen with various
lure presentation around all types
of crappie holding cover.
Sharon has been fishing professionally for four years with national fishing experience. She will
be seen fishing the Crappiethon
Trail in 1987 looking to qualify for
the 1987 Crappiethon Classic.
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ly for crappie but for all gamefish.
Ms. Pierceall has a couple of
years outdoor show experience
already behind her. Sharon's lecturers for the 1987 season will
show the fisherman or woman how
to improve basic lure presentation
and proper combinations of line,
rod, reel and lure with nononsense seminars anyone can
learn from. We are looking forward to the up-coming year traveling across the nation with these
two professionals as they share
their expertise with thousands of
crappie fishermen."
Jerry and Sharon's fellow team
members are Darrell Vanvactor
(Calvert Cfty), Bobby Tyree (Benton), Sharon Baker (Herron, ill.),
Steve Wunderle (Carterville, M.),
and Bob Holmes, on staff, (Trenton, Th.l.
The company also announced
the appointment of Murray resident Steve Pember. Steve has
been selected "Field Representative" for "The Brushpile Crappie Shoppe" for the South-East
division. Mr. Pember's associate
"Field Rep" is Betty Staats of Andover, Ohio, Northeast Division.
If you would like more information on the teams appearances,
show dates and field representative events, please write "The
Brushpile Crappie Shoppe" P.O.
Box 384 Benton, Ky. 42025.

were dropped from a plane 200
feet high.
The students, in third-through
fifth-grade academically
talented classes of Kankakee
School District 111, took part in
what they called "The Great
American Egg Drop" at the
Greater Kankakee Airport.
Students designed the
packages to prevent the eggs
from breaking, and the drop was
arranged to test the design*.
Amazingly, 56 students
engineered packages that protected all three of their eggs
from breaking, and all of the
participants will receive
recognition for their efforts.
Teachers Linda Beck, Paula

Brigham and Debra Brooks
planned the event after discussing the topic of packaging in industry as part of a consumer
education unit.
After learning how manufacturers design packages to be
cheap, effective and tamperproof, the children were asked to
design egg containers and given
a limit of $1 to spend on packaging materials.

The packages were dropped to
a grassy area at the airport, the
boxes were opened, and judges
determined winners on several
criteria — the number of surviving eggs and the creativity and
construction of the containers.
School administrators and
teachers served as judges, a
Midway Airlines pilot flew the
plane and a catering company
donated hot chocolate sold to
help defray the cost of the flight.
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Versailles; Fred Cowan, DLouisville; Freed Curd, D.
Murray ; Bill Donnermeyer, D.
Bellevue; Pat Freibert, R.
weird film page 1)
Lexington; Hank Hancock, D.
contributions of $28,574 in the superintendent on Jan. 23, has
Agriculture and Natural Frankfort; Ken Harper, R.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Stumbo for Governor committee
$1,781 on hand in a political action
Resources: Chairman Greg CrestviewHills; Bob Heleringer, Democratic gubernatorial can- listed $64,690 in personal contribu- quarter and $96,068 to date Corn
committee, including $1,113 in the
mittee for Babbage listed a cash
Higdon, D-Fancy Farm; Vice ft-Louisville; Bob Jones, D. didate Grady Stumbo has reported tions of $300 or more, $427,428 in
last quarter.
balance of $43,404
chairman Bill Brinkley, D- Crestwood; Tom Jones, D- raising $101,081 for his campaign smaller contributions, $6,724 from
— Anne Moore, a Democratic
— Drexel Davis Jr., another
Madisonville; Fred Bradley, 11- Lawrenceburg ; Marshall Long, D- in the last three months of 1966, br- fund-raisers and contributed serDemocrat running for auditor, gubernatorial candidate, raised
Frankfort; David LeMaster, D- Shelbyville; Jerry Lundergan, 121. inging his total to $603,282.
vices of $1,784.
Paintsville; Ed Ford, D. Lexington; Harry Moberly, D.
The report said $60,494 was received $13,340 in his only quarter $384 in the quarter, giving her $916
Stumbo said in a news conCynthiana; John Hall, D- Richmond; Roger Noe, D-Harlan ; ference Thursday that he would spent in the October-December of fund-raising. He showed a total, all from within her family.
Her campaign balance was $9.22
Henderson; Landon Sexton, R- Qarence Noland, R-Irvine; Kenny raise and spend about $800,000, period, for total expenditures of balance of $2,790.
— Sherleen Stoney, a at year's end.
Pine Knot; Harold Haering, R. Rapier, D-Bardstown; Billy Ray predicting it would be less than $91,706. It listed a cash balance of
— Lanny Combs, who withdrew
Smith, D-Bowling Green; Turner; any of his major rivals for the $411,577, which includes Stumbo's Democratic candidate for
Louisville.
as
a Democratic candidate for atinstrucpublic
of
superintendent
Revenue:
D-Ewing.
and
Worthington,
Pete
Appropriations
$160,000 personal loan to the
Democratic nomination.
torney general, dissolved his
a
had
and
$19,022
raised
tion,
Banking and Initurance: ChairChairman Mike Moloney, Din
campaign.
opponents
He challenged his
balance of $5,980 after her first organization and refunded most of
Lexington; Vice chairman Nick man James Bruce, D- the Democratic primary to agree
the $22,000 he raised. He waived
Katoglis, D-Bowling Green; Ben- Hopkinsville ; Vice chairmen Jon to spending limits.
Another report showed quarter.
reimbursement of a $5,000 perwho
Noe,
Roger
Rep.
State
Ben
—
ny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman; Ackerson, R-Jeffersontown;
"We have reached a point in Agriculture Commissioner David
Merles Berger, D-Harlan; Ed Handy, D-Louisville and Paul Kentucky where candidates, if Boswell raised just under $31,000 will announce his candidacy for sonal loan to the campaign.
O'Daniel, D-Springfield; Joe Richardson, D-Winchester; Ark, they are to raise $1 million to $2 in the last quarter in his race for
Wright, D-Harned; Pat Mc- Gerta Bendl, D-Louisville; million for a campaign, have to lieutenant governor.
Boswell Supporters for Better
Cuiston, D-Pembroke; Art Burnette, Gene Cline, D-Olive hang a sign around their necks
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring; David Hill; Herbie Deakins, D-Pikeville; that says: 'This sign for rent,'"he Government reported cumulative
receipts of $182,070; expenditures
Louie Guenthner, R-Louisville; said.
Williams, R-BurkesvWe.
Banking and Insurance: Chair- Albert Jones, D-Paducah;
He also said the news media, in of $81,243 for the quarter and
aton; Vice chairman Lundergan, Joe Meyer, D- covering political races, should $117,780 total, and a cash balance
man
Higdon; Bill Quinlan, D- Covington; Ramsey Morris, D- focus on issues instead of on fund- of $44,290.
Here is a summary of other
Louisville ; Gus Sheehan, D- Hopkipsville; Raymond raising.
reports
filed at the Kentucky
Covington; Helen Garrett, D- Overstreet, R-Liberty; B. Smith,
"I
said:
Stumbo
In a statement,
By Abigail
Paducah; John Rogers, R- Lawson Walker, R-Villa Hills.
especially ask the media not to Registry of Election Finance:
for
Kentucky
Business Organizations and Pro- declare the winner of the 1987
Northern
Somerset; Joe Lane Travis, R—
Van Buren
fessions: Chairman Bill McBee, governor's race, as some did in Wallace Wilkinson, a political acGlasgow.
Business Organizations and Pro- D-Burlington; Vice chairmen 1983, based only on the amount of tion committee supporting Wilkinfessions: Chairman LeMaster; Guenthner, Dan Seum, D- money raised."
son's Democratic gubernatorial
Vice chairman Hall; Bradley; Louisville and Jim Yates, DWith an underfinandel cam- bid, collected $16,000 from Nov. 12
Delbert Murphy, D-Owensboro; Louisville; Jerry Bronger, D- paign, Sttunbo finished third in the to Dec. 31 and posted a $13,760
Quinlan; Larry Saunders, D- Louisville; • Tom Burch, D- 1983 primary behind Gov. Martha balance.
— Bob Babbage, a Democratic
Louisville ; Schmidt; Gene Stuart, "Louisville; James Callahan, D- Layne Collins and Harvey Sloane.
Southgate; Larry Clark, DR-Prospect.
DEAR ABBY: I was raised by had never met personally.(We still
The report tiled Thursday by the candidate for state auditor, had
adoptive parents, born in the 1890s have not been formally introduced.)
Cities: Chairman Danny Meyer, Louisville; Crupper, Donwith old-fashioned ideas. Sex was a When Calling the office, she would
D-Louisville; Vice chairman, nermeyer, Ford, Handy, Porter
word in our household, and as always say, "Mary, this is Mrs.
dirty
David Karem, D-Louisville; Hatcher, D-Louisville; B. Jones,
a result, at the age of 21 I was Jones. Is Mr. Jones there?"
Georgia Powers, D-Louisville; Ronny Layman, R-Leitchfield;
Two weeks ago my boss returned
arrested on a morals charge. I spent
John Clouse, D-Richmond; Bill Lear, D-Lexington;
three or four days in jail, then was from lunch. His wife was with him.
Reinhardt.
Moloney; Schmidt; Stuart.
put on six months probation and They both passed my desk on their
Counties and Special Districts:
Cities: Chairman Meyer; Vice
the charge was filed with the FBI. way to his office. She said, "Hello,"
Chairman Murphy; Vice chair- chairmen, Handy, John Harper,
I have not been in any trouble since, but he didn't introduce us. I was
man LOUlli Peniston, D-New Cas- R-Shepherdsville and Jim
but this happened 38 years ago in immediately called in for dictation.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- Monday's prostate surgery "ex- the state of Ohio. Don't you think They both sat there. (Still no
tle; Woody May, D-West Liberty; LeMaster, D-Paris; Ackerson,
that after 38 years this charge introduction.) When she left his
Berger; Bailey; Williams, Gene Bendl, Callahan, K. Harper, Hat- dent Reagan, intent on resuming cellent in every respect."
be taken off the FBI records? office, she acknowledged me with a
should
Larry
White House spokesman
Huff, R-London.
cher, Lear, Long, Lundergan, his cherished horseback riding
a good many jobs — good nod.
lost
Education: Chairman Nelson Louie Mack, D-Lexington; Nett, "pretty soon," was to spend his Speakes said Reagan was to have I have
When she phones the office, she
it, and I think that I
over
—
jobs
first full day at the White House his daily session with chief of staff haye been punished enough because continues to call me "Mary," while
Allen, D-Greenup; Vice chairman Walker.
John Weaver, D-Waltop; Ford; _ Counties and Special Districts: after surgery, out of the public eye Donald T. Regan and get a brief- of this one mistake.
referring to herself as "Mrs. Jones."
Karem; O'Daniel; Wright; Chairman Arnold; Vice chairmen and under docfbrs' orders to avoid ing from National Security AdI have been happily married for How can I deal with this on a daily
viser Frank Carlucci in the 31 years and am desperately hoping basis? I've checked out volumes of
Peniston, Williams, Jack Trevey, Gedling, Lyne and William strenuous work.
etiquette books from the library and
quarters, which comprise you can help me accomplish this.
private
Allen,
"I
reporters,
Woody
told
who
Reagan,
R-Lexington.
Strong, fl-Hazard;
DESPERATE none addresses this issue.
Elections and Constitutional R-Morgantown; Mark Brown, D- feel great," as he left Bethesda the upper floors of the main White
STEAMING IN TEXAS
Amendments: Chairman Brandenburg; Dick Castleman, D- Naval Hospital on Thursday, was House building.
Under
DESPERATE:
DEAR
Speakes said Reagan's doctors
Sheehan; Vice chairman Powers, . Mayfield; Cline, Farrow, Bud to remain in the residential
DEAR STEAMING: Your boss
the Freedom of Information
"Gregory, D-Elizabethtown; Han- quartersof the White House today. had advised him to avoid heavy lif- Act, you are entitled to know if is insensitive and rude,and so is
Meyer, ICafoglis, Allen, Haering.
During his four-day stay at the ting, wood .chopping, horseback your "morals charge" record is his wife. Common sense and
-Energy: Chairman Quinlan, cock, Dave Hourigan, D-Gravel
Vice chairman Saunders, Switch; Sam McElroy, D- hospital, Reagan's physicians said riding or other strenuous exercise still on file with the FBI. Send sensitivity are not to be found in
Brinkley, Murphy, Garrett, Waverly; Ray Preston, R- no evidence of cancer was found during a six-week recovery a notarized letter listing your any etiquette book. If you like
period.
full name, date and place of your job, and the benefits outPaintsville; Todd,Caroline White, and they called his recovery from
Rogers, Stuart, Higdon.
birth, and current address to weigh the drawbacks, adjust to
Health and Welfare: Chairman D-Barbourville; Yates.
the Federal Bureau of Investi- the situation. Don't complain to
Education: Chairman Noe; Vice
Bailey; Vice chairman Virgil
gation, J. Edgar Hoover Build- your boss. It would only cause
Pearman, D-Radcliff; Kafoglis, chairmen Freibert, Hourigan,
Washington, D.C. 20535. problems for yourself.
ing,
Meyer, Trevey, Sexton.
Mack and White; Sidney Adams,
.Mark on the envelope: AttenJudiciary-Civil: Chairman D-Litt Carr; Barrows, Blevins,
tion: F.O.I.A. You also must
O'Daniel; Vice chairman Lindy Casebier, R-Loulaville;
include a photocopy of your
Bradley; Peniston; Karem, Curd, T. Jones, Stephen Keith, Rdriver's license or some other
DEAR ABBY: Here's a good one
form of current identification.
Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville; Manchester; Kerr, Pearl Ray
Drake
Frances
add to your comments about
to
your
of
advised
be
will
You
,Bill
bland;
R-Kettle
Lefevers,
Travis.
Quitting the smoking
smoking:
in
still
is
it
if
the
read
say,
the
stars
what
To
out
"record,"
be'?
find
Judiciary-Criminal* Chairman Lile R-Valley Station; Clayton Lit- What kind of day will tomorrow
habit is the easiest thing in the
existence.
sign.
birth
your
for
given
forecast
Nett,
Friend, Vice chairman Moloney, tle, D-Virgie; Moberly,
world. I should know; I've done it
FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 10, 1987
Berger, Sheehan, Clouse, Rapier, Jody Richards,D-Bowling
*• *
times.
100
SCORPIO
Green; Ernesto, Scorsone, D- ARIES
OLD SMOKEY
Saunders, Sexton.
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
19)
Apr.
to
21
(Mar.
'
Labor and Industry: Chairman Lexington.
executive
an
am
I
ABBY:
DEAR
It's a day when money can both
You speak forthrightly now, but
DEAR OLD SMOKEY: The
Energy: Chairman Bobby others are slow to reveal their hands. come in and go out. You're on safer secretary for a department head of
Powers, Vice chairman LeMaster,
way to quit smoking is to
only
ago,
years
Two
Vice
company.
an oil
Weaver, Friend, Hall, Travis, Richardson, D-Glasgow;
Some of yesterday's luck is still with ground with creative pursuits and
for "Mr. simply quit smoking — no ifs,
working
started
I
when
chairmen Bronger, Gregory and you, but be careful of confidences.
Trevey.
recreation than you are with business
butts. (EDITH
or
John Jones," I asked him how he ands
State Government: Chairman Layman; Allen, Ark, Eddie TAURUS
interests.
ZITTLER)
I
because
addressed
be
to
preferred
Ford; Vice chairman Clouse; Ballard, D-Madisonville; (Apr.20 to May 20)
SAGITTARIUS
have had bosses who preferred to be
Brinkley; May; McCuiston; John Castleman, Hourigan, Keith,
You need to guard against being (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
•••
addressed by their first names. He
When it comes to going out and
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester; Pear- McBee, Mark O'Brien, D- extravagant and also dubious finansaid his preference was"Mr. Jones."
Louisville; Preston, A.G. Prit- cial propositions. Friends are suppor- sharing good times, all is harmony in I had no problem with that as I am
man, Rogers, Huff.
Transportation: Chairman May, Chett, D-Henderson; P. Richard- tive, but play yob,cards close to your love. Partners, though, may have a from the generation of secretaries (To get Abby's booklet, "How to
Letters for All Occasions," send
disagreement in matters of taste or
chest.
who are accustomed to more formal- aWrite
Vice chairman Pearman, Rose, son, R. Smith, Yates.
check or money order for $2.50 and
shopping.
now
is
than
GEMINI
ity in the office
Health and Welfare: Chairman
Garrett, Weaver, Allen, Haering,
a long, stamped (39 cents), self-adCAPRICORN
generally the custom.
dressed envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter
Burch; Vice chairmen Bencll, (May 21 to June 20)
Huff.
My problem is with the boss's Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
The party life is in full swing for (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Here are the House committee • Paul Clark, D-Louisville, and
hours are hest for those in
— who until two weeks ago I III. 61054.)
Morning
make
to
wife
need
still
you
but
you
today,
Overstreet; Blevins, Burnette,
memberships: .\
to cooperate with close ties. a working mood. Your optimism
effort
an
Agriculture 'and Small Freibert, J. Harper, Hatcher, Also safeguard your credit.
continues, but try to get enough rest
Business: Chairman Clay Crup- Efeleringer, Jackson, Louis CANCER
and not overdo yourself.
per, D-Dry Ridge; Vice chairmen
Johnson, D-Owensboro; Lyne, (June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
Butch Burnette, D-Fulton; Tom- Mack, Tom Riner, D-Louirsville,
The opportunity is there for you to (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Sewn, Todd.
my Todd, R-Nancy; and Sam
Leisure is accented, but there may
communicate your thoughts, so don't
Judiciary-Civil: Chairman shut others-out. Be open in personal be some unanswered questions in the
McElroy, D-Waverly; Ray
14 oz. T-Bone
Altman, R-Finley; Bill Ark, D- Johnson; Vice chairmen Heler- life, but guarded with business inter- romance department. Make a point of
*Includes choice of potato, tossed salad
saving money now.
Hodgenville; Adrian Arnold, D- Inger and LeMaster; Ackerson, ests.
and French Bread
PISCES
Callahan, Casebier, Cowan, Guen- LEO
Mount Sterling; Mark Farrow, DMOW
Thurs., Fri. & Sot., Jan. 8th-10th
*Good
idOt
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Stamping Ground; Donnie Gedl- thner, B. Jones, T. Jones, Paul (July 23 to Aug.22)
An influx of visitors could upset
Social life is a plus and so is
Mason, D-Whitesburg, Meyer,
ing, D-Hardinsburg; J.R. Gray, Ddomestic routine. It's better to
be
the
shouldn't
two
the
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
but
'Every
business,
Moberly, Riner.
Benton; Thomas Kerr, D-Taylor
Thurs., Fri.
unneces- socialize with others away from
avoid
you
way
mixed.
That
$450
Chairman
ad;
-Criminal:
D-Olmste
Judiciary
Lyne,
June
Mill;
Boneless Fish or
Sot. Everting
Still, you'll have a good time.
Dottie Priddy, D-Louisville; Vice sary coMplications. Don't overdo home.
Jim Maggard, D-Jackson; Lonnie
IF BORN TODAY, you are ambiSteaks
tonight.
exercise
Catfish
chairmen Cowan, itetr and
Napier, R-Lancaster; Jon David
tious for self-improvement and a high
VIRGO
Reinhardt; Adams, Altman, (Aug.
Reinhardt, R-Alexandria; Billy
place. You are willing to work hard to
23 to Sept.22)
Ray Smith, D-Bowling Green; Deakins, Jackson, Lile, Noland,
759-1864
Read Lees message for it applies achieve your goals, but may place too
1906 Coldwater Rd.
Richard Turner, R-Tompkinsville. O'Brien, Overstreet, Pritchett, to you too. The path to romance high a premium on material success.
Rapier, Rifler, Scorsone, Seum.
Appropriations and Revenue:
continues to be rose strewned, but You have both intuition and imaginaLabor and Industry: Chairman don't mix business and pleasure
tion and are often quite talented
Chairman Joe Clarke,D-Danville;
along creative lines. Music, writing,
Gray; Vice chairmenark, P. LIBRA
Vice chairmen Walter Blevins, Dpoetry, dance and film are areas in
Morehead ; Danny Ford, R-Mount Clark, Farrow, Jackson, A. Jones, (Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
Interruptions may interfere with which you'll have a notable success.
Vernon; and Carl Nett, D- Long, Mason, Priddy, Albert
sioc0.0
Robinson, R-London; Scorsone, the work you'd like to do at home. Birthday of: Jim Croce, singer; Ray
Louisville; Joe Barrows, DCOMIC GAG lv
rock
TOMORROW
Partners are in sync now. Travelers Bolger, actor; and Rod Stewart,
Charles Slier, R-WWiamsburg.
star.
Natural Resources and Environ- may run into a few complications.
ment: Chairman Deakins; Vice
chairmen M.Brown, Lefevers and
Maggard; Adams, Adkins,
Ballard, J. Brown, P. Clark,
LeMaster, Mason, McElroy,
Preston, Dorsey Ridley, D-Dixon;
Slier, R. Smith, White.
State Government: Chairman
The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
Morris; Vice chairmen L. Clark,
order to pay their bill.
O'Brien and Robinson; Ballard,
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
Cyrus,
Bruce,
Bronger,
Undersold
Be
Barrows,
To
We
Refuse
WASHINGTON (AP) —
buy their papers from us at wholesale coat and sell them to you at the retail
Donnermeyer, Ford, Gedling, A.
Republican campaign strategists
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they bave to dig down
Jones, Lear, Lefevers, Napier,
Organ Service Now Available On
are weighing the potential impact
intetheir own pockets to make up the difference.
Richards, B. Richardson, Ridley,
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
of a wild-card entry in the 1988
LOWREY • BALDWIN • KIMBALL
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Strong, Worthington.
presidential race: White House
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier
Transportation: Chairman Litcommunic,ations director Patrick
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
tle; Vice chairmen Cline, Cyrus
Financing Avoiloble
J Buchanan.
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.
and Noland; Adkins, Castleman,
- Conservative activists, inGregory, Hancock, J.
Curd,
Angela
sister,
his
cluding
Harper, Layman, Maggard, PritBuchanan Jackson, said Thursday
CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING MIR •
lisiobsiner Pbeas 442•41S14
chett, P. Richardson, Ridley,
Come
that Buchanan is considering a
Robinson, R. Smith.
presidential run.

tSinn-bo rep-Orts gubernatonal campaign run&
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Man Wants to Be Unleashed
From Charge That Dogs Him
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Reagan, raring to go, told to
take it easy during recovery
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Buchanan may be
wild-card entry
in the 1988 race
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Community...
lissday,Jas.is
Board of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line wth meet at
noon at Pagliai's.
————
Hazel Lions Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Hazel Fire Department.

FRIDAY, JANUARY II, 111117

THE FAR SIDE
Monday,Jan 12
dressers will meet at 7 p.m. at
Leta's Beauty Salon.
Murray PostoEfice will start
staying opening to 5 p.m. today.
————
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in band room of

Murray Unit of National Hair-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Freshet
6 Part of flower
11 The Rolling
12 Expunges
14 As far as
15 Hopelessness
17 Earth
goddess
.18 Bitter vetch
20 Repasts
21 Transgression
22 Walk
unsteadily
24 Change color
of „
25 Biblical
prophet
26 Bars legally
28 Testify
30 Rocky hill
.31- Asian ox
32 Defrauded I
1

5

4

8
12
18

15
19

is

20
24

23

22

28

27

28

Mil

3555

ii ill

•

Mil
4255
ill
46
il

so
54

6 Tolled
7 Goddess of
discord
8 Sailor colig.
9 Equally
=
10 Vast throng

55

30

JP •

11 Cubic meter
13 Judgement
16 RemunerAnton
14 Colonized
21 Type ol
jacket
23 Searches
10
8
9
7
25 Armadillo
27 Prefix: before
29 Organ of
sight
17
32 Birds' beaks
33 Standards of
21
perfection
34 Leave a ship
35 Dedicate
36 Purple flower
29
37 Church
official
40 Male turkey
3
43 Toward
shelter
38 37
44 Paradise
47 Hail!
41Ul 48 Guido's high
note
44
51 Negative
45US
prefix
53. Letter of
credit abbr
•ill
i

1 Accumulates
2 River in Italy
3 In addition
4 Abound
5 Ancient
chariots

II
14

MOM G E
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000000 00000
OD 0000000 MO
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OU0OOD 0000
0000 00U D000
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DOWN

3

2

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

35 Deduce
38 Roman date
39 Summer, in
Paris
41 Dye plant
42 Conducted
43 Overhead
45 Deity
46 Note of scale
47 Fashionable
49 French article
50 Thin slice
52 Bank
employee
54 Smooth in
speech
55 Make into law

II•
52

ill

WI

Mooday,Jan 12
Murray High School
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club,
wilLmeet at 7 p.m
at club house.
————
New classes will begin today at
Ezell Beauty School
————
Mottle Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
home of Ruble Smith.
————
Games are scheduled at 7:30
p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
Is for members only.
————
Murray State University
Libraries will be open from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
————
Second day of "Symposium on
Planning: Reaching for a Higher

Monday,Jan 12
Level of txcellence" will be from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Curris Center,
Murray State University.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racer baaketball team will play
Tennessee Tech at 5 p.m. followed
by Racers and Midle Tennessee at
7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
————
Late registration and payment
of fees for 1967 spring semester at
Murray State University.-will be
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in ballroom
of Curtis Center, MSU.
————
Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-8862 or 762-6851.
————

Job market in 1986 ends in rally
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's job market ended 1986 with a
long-awaited rally as civilian
unemployment fell to 6.7 percent
last month — the year's low mark,
the government reported today.
The number of out-of-work
Americans dipped below 8 million
for the first time since January.
The Labor Department said its
monthly household survey showed
the economy created 305,000 jobs
last month, raising total employment to a record 110,637,000.
That'is an increase of nearly 2.5
million jobs since December 1985.
The departmeht, meanwhile,
revised both the October and
November unemployment rates
from 7.0 percent to 6.9 percent.
December's 0.2 percentage point
drop reflected a decline of 294,000
In the number of jobless
Americans, from 8.24 million to
7.95 million.
The commissoner of labor
statistics, Janet L. Norwood, said.
the downward revisions were the

result of year-end refinements in
the seasonal- adjustment process
"The revised rates do show
more clearly than the previously
published data that a slight
decline in the jobless rate occurred in the second half of 1986," she
said

Legal

Department of the Treasury/Internal Revenue
Service Notice of Sealed Bid Sale — Under the
authority in Internal Revenue Code section 6831,
the property described below has been seized for
nonpayment of internal revenue taxes due from
Anthony W.Childress. The property will be sold
at public sale under sealed bid as provided by Internal Revenue Code section 6335 and related
regulations. Date Bids will be Opened: January
20, 1987. Time Bids will be Opened: 11:45 a.m.
Place of Sale: Internal Revenue Service, 121 W.
10th St. Flopkinsville, Ky.42240. Title Offered: Only the right, title, and interest of Anthony W.
Childress in and to the property will be offered
for sale. If requested, the Internal Revenue Service will furnish information about possible encumbrances, which may be useful in determining the value of the interest being sold. (See the
back of this form for further details.) Description of Property: An undivided interest in a mortgage due Anthony Wade Childress and Van
Wade Childress from Norman B. Kamhoot and
wife, Joanne F. Kamhoot In the origional amount
of $60,000.00 and recorded in the Calloway County Court Clerks Office, Murray, Ky. in Cabinet
2, Drawer 17, Card 2230. Property may be Inspected at: Calloway County Court Clerks Office,
Murray, Ky. Submission of Bids: All bids must
be submitted on Form 2222, Sealed Bid for Purchase of Seized Property. Contact the office indicated below for Forms 2222 and information
about the property. Submit bids to the person
named below before the time bids will be opened.PaymentTerms: Bids must be accompanied
by the full amount of the bid if it,totills $200 or
less. U the total bid is more than $200, submit 20
percent of the amount bid or $200, whichever is
greater. On acceptance of the highest bid, the
balance due, if any, will be required in full. Form
of Payment: All payments must be by cash, certified check, cashier's or treasurer's check or by
a United States postal, bank, express, or
telegraph money order. Make check or money
order payable to the Internal Revenue Service.
Nature of Title—The right, title, and interest of
the taxpayer (named on the front of this form)
in and to the property is offered for sale subject
to any prior valid outstanding mortgages,encumbrances, or other liens in favor of third parties
against the taxpayer that are superior to the lien
of the United States. All property is offered for
sale "where Is" and "as is" and without recourse
against the United States. No guaranty or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the
validity of the title, quality, quantity, weight, size,
or condition of any of the property, or its fitness
for any use or purpose. No claim will be considered for allowance or adjustment or for rescission of the sale based on failure of the property
to conform with any expressed or implied
representation. Redemption Rights—The rights
of redemption, as specified in Internal Revenue
Code section 6337, are quoted SS follows: Sec.
6887. Redemption of Property.(a) Before Sale—
Any person whose property has been levied upon
shall have the right to pay the amount due,
together with the expenses of the proceeding, if
any, to the Secretary at any time prior to the sale
thereof, and upon such payment the Secretary
shall restore such property to him, and all further proceedings in connection with the levy on
such property shall cease from the time of such
payment.(b) Redemption of Real Estate After
Sale.(1)Period.—The owners of any real property sold as provided in section 8335, their heirs, executors, or administrators, or any person having
any interest therein, or a lien thereon,or any person in their behalf, shall be permitted to redeem
the property sold, or any particular tract of such
property at any time within 180 days after the
sale thereof. (2) Price—Such property or tract
of property shall be permitted to be redeemed
upon payment to the purchaser, or in case he cannot be found in the county in which the property
to be redeemed is situated, then to the Secretary,
for the use of the purchaser, his heirs, or assigns,
the amount paid by such purchaser and interest
thereon at the rate of 20 percent per annum. Effect of Junior Encumbrances — Sec. 63394 c I. Effect of Junior Encumbrances. A certificate of sale
of personal property given or a deed to real property executed pursuant to section 6338 shall
discharge such property from all liens, encumbrances, and titles over which the lien of the
United States with respect to which the levy was
made had priority
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GARFIELD
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FREAK WHO
twvENTED POWER sTEERiNG
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1 .Legal

NANCY

MANY GREAT IPEAS HAVE
BEEN SPAWNEP FROM THAT
NOBLE SENTIMENT

"Why'd you do it, Bitt? I mean, I
always knew car chasing was in your
blood — but the president's limo?"

-CLASSIFIEDS

PEANUTS

PONT FORGET THE NATIONAL
LAZY WEEK MOTTO,LAZY
PEOPLE. •• THERE MUST BE
AN EASIER WOW'

By GARY LARSON

(Coord from pair 4)

IT WASN'T AN

0

PIAVI' 1 -9-87
BEETLE BAILEY

I. DON'T

HAVE
A ROPE,5ARGE
WELL,DO

60METHiNO!

A

BLONDIE

1.Legal

1.1agaI

Department of the Treasury/Internal Revenue
Service Notice of Sealed Bid Sale - Under the
authority in Internal Revenue Code section 6331,
the property described below has been seized for
nonpayment of internal revenue taxes due from
Van W. Children'. The property will be sold at
public sale under sealed bid as provided by Internal Revenue Code section 6335 and related
regulations. Date Bids will be Opened: January
20, 1987. Time Bids will be Opened: 11:30 a.m.
Place of Sale: Internal Revenue Service, 121 W.
lOtti St. 1-lopkinsvUle, Ky.42240. Tine Offered: Only the right, title, and Interest of Van W.Childress
in and to the property will be offered for sale. If
requested, the Internal Revenue Service will furnish information about possible encumbrances,
which may be useful in determining the value of
the interest being sold.(See the back of this form
for further details.) Description of Property: An
undivided interest in a mortgage due Anthony
Wade Childress and Van Wade Childress from
Norman B. Kamhoot and wife, Joanne F.
Kamhoot in the origional amount of $50,000.00 and
recorded in the Calloway County Court Clerks Office, Murray, Ky. in Cabinet 2, Drawer 17, Card
2230. Property may be Inspected at:,Calloway
County Court CleritirOffice, Murray,Ky.Submission of Bids: All bids must be submitted on Form
2222, Sealed Bid for Purchase of Seized Property. Contact the office indicated below for Forms
2222 and information about the property. Submit
bids to the person named below before the time
bids will be opened. Payment Terms: Bids must
be accompanied by the full amount of the bid if
it totals $200 or leas. If the total bid is more than,
$200, submit 20 percent of the amount bid or $200,
whichever is greater. On acceptance of the
highest bid, the balance due, if any, will be required in full. Form of Payment: All payments
must be by cash, certified check, cashier's or
treasurer's check or by a United States postal,
bank, express, or telegraph money order. Make
check or money order payable to the Internal
Revenue Service. Nature of Title—The right, title, and interest of the taxpayer (named on the
front of this form) in and to the property is offered for sale subject to any prior valid outstanding mortgages, encumbrances, or otherliens in
favor of third parties against the taxpayer that
are superior to the lien of the United States. All
property is offered for sale "where is" and "as
Is" and without recourse against the United
States. No guaranty or warranty,express or implied, is made as to the validity of the title, quality, quantity, weight, size, or condition of any of
the property, or its fitness for any use or purpose.
No claim will be considered for allowance or adjustment or for rescission of the sale based on
failure of the property to conform with any expressed or implied representation. Redemption
Rights—The rightz of redemption, as specified
In Internal Revenue Code section 6337, are quoted
as follows: Sec. 6337. Redemption of Property.
(a) Before Sale—Any person whose property has
been levied upon shall have the right to pay the
amount due, together with the expenses of the
proceeding, if any, to the Secretary at any time
prior to the sale thereof, and upon such payment
the Secretary shall restore such property to him,
and all further proceedings in connection with the
levy on such property shall cease from the time
of such payment.(b)Redemption of Real Estate
After Sale.(1) Period—The owners of any real
property sold as provided in section 6335, their
heirs, executors, or administrators, or any person having any interest therein, or a lien thereon,
or any person in their behalf, shall be permitted
to redeem the property sold, or any particular
tract of such property at any time within 180 days
after the sale thereof.(2)Price. —Such property
or tract of property shall be permitted to be
redeemed upon payment to the purchaser, or in
case he cannot be found in the county in which
the property to be redeemed is situated, then to
the Secretary, for the use of the purchaser, his
heirs, or assigns, the amount paid by such purchaser and interest thereon at the rate of 20 percent per annum. Effect of Junior Encumbrances
— Sec. 6389(c ). Effect of Junior Encumbrances.
A certificate of sale of personal property given
or a deed to real property executed pursuant to
section 6338 shall discharge such property from
all liens, encumbrances, and titles over which the
lien of the United States with respect to which the
levy was made had priority.
4.3
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2 .Notice

Notice

Wle copy and restore
old photographs. Also
hand oils and tints
Carter Studios, 3rd and
Main 753-8296.

Will clean
houses or
offices.
Call
753-3781 or
753-6298
after 5 p.m.

Extra nice 1981
Mobile Horne
Le new
condition.
753-5088 nights

4

2 .Nsties
cold Nugget, wed
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 167-1742.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We Dell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
A great Christmas idea.
convertyour old home
movies to video tape
Quick service a
d:.
asonable rates. Call
1101442-TIDS or 753-1863
after Op.m.

2.Notice
PAM B CAKE HUT
would like to thank our
customers for a great
year. We truly lip predate your business
and we pledge to continue and serve the best
cakes at the lowest
prices possible. And to
start the new year off
right we will give a 10'%.
discount to anyone who
mentions this ad. So just
call 714-4402 or drop by
410 Main. Next door to
Walleee's Drug Store

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9, 1967

CLASSIFIEDS
Notice

2
1Mak.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19!
Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free Inf011Tiltr
tion call:
Jerry McConnell Insurance
`
753-4199
"free local claim service"

REPUTABLt,

IN

financially sound manufacturing company
has a nation-wide sales
potential requiring
considerable capital.
We are willing to furnish orders and/or accounts receivable from
triple A companies for
total security giving 10
1/4% interest on orders
and receivable above
$10,000 and 12% on those
below and pay accounting firm expense to
collect and handle.
Agreed upon chunks
could be arranged.
Write P.O. Box 920,
Murray.

Furches
Jewelry,Inc.
Court Square
GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS
All Repairs &
Layaways must
be picked up
by Friday,
Jan. 9, 1987
ARAETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY. 753-6001.
GLASS work: auto
glass, plate glass, window glass, insulated
glass, storm windows,
and door repair. Patio
door glass, glass table
tops, mirror cut and
replaced. Store fronts,
alum. doors and closers
and hindges repaired.
Some types of odd jobs
and home improvement
work done. Insurance
claims welcome. M&G
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center,
Phone 753-0180.

Face
Brick
Start At

'°
I VV

Per 1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
387-2301

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753=7217

BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
5

Lost and Found

LOST

- black female
Lab. Penny Road. Answers to Max. Reward.
Call 7584793.
LOST black and tan
Beagle. Medium size,
female. Lost in the
Harris Grove area
Please call 435-4236 or
435-4M8.
LOST near East Elem.
Silvery-gray male cat
with white markings. Call
750-9980. Reward offered.
6. Help Wanted

ROMEONE

to stay with
elderly lady from 6P.M
Friday till 6P.M. Sunday. Call 489-2731.

6. Help Wanted

?A -di
841Kat 56'.11.?

&nines. Opportunity

24. Miscellaneous

=

raftri=7-'07"-CKZ7

11.701TIEW-11-

NEED

openIngs

now. You may qualify
If: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:005 days a week.
NEED: housekeeper
for light cleaning,
M,W&F from 9-12. Experience and references
required. Phone 753E753.
NEED responsible
person to take care of 6
month old in my home.
Call 753-7102.
9. Situation Wanted

to

you need reliable
child care with plenty of
love and apace, with
excellent references.
Please call 7504104.
EXPERIENCED house
keeper will clean
homes. Excellent references. Call 753-8842
or 759-4004.
I will babysit In my home
after 8p.m Call 758-0145
MOTTIE'R of 2 will
babysit in her home.
753-4088.
WILL do babysitting in
your home. Have references. Call 901-8851368. After Jan. 12th call
750.1540.
WOULD like In clean
office or house. Call
753-3781 or 75841298 after
tip.M. Have references.
10. Business Opportunity
NEED extra cash tor
holiday bills? World
Book representatives
earn excellent money
while helping educate
families. Call 753-5570.

No Rate increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!
Bennett Si Associates has received notice there will be No Rate Inmate* on 'the "Preferred Pool"
Medicare Supplement Insurance
Plans. We are pleased to make this
announcement. Even though the
plan will cover the new '520 deductible the cost will remain below
'31.00 monthly.
For information call

Bennett & Associates
306 N 4th

10.

AIRLINES now hiring. INVESTOR seeks inFlight Attendants, vestment. Private party
Agents, Mechanics, seeks hands an and/or
Customer Service
equity position with proSalaries to $50K. Entry
new or existing
level positions. Call 806Ea. Write W.C. Ru687-4000 Ext. A-8155 for eter Kern, P.O. Box 602,
current listine.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
IIABYSITTER needed
In my home. Mon-Fri.
14. Want to Buy
starting in Feb. Referances required can
759-4026.
5•10, V-6, automatic,
CARETAKER for lady. power, 83-86 clean. Call
Weekdays Mon.-Fri. 753-6784.
6A.M. to 4:80P.M
WANT to buy raw furs.
Weekends Fri. 4:30 Stanley Owen McP.M. through Sun. Clellan, Pulaski, Ill.
4:30P.15. Call 758-0261.
Phone 618-842-6316
COUNTER help. 20-46
hours per week. Must be 15. Articles for Sale
able to work day or afternoon shift. Apply in 1985 CIE "i 3/4 ton
person CAN,-4tri_1-6. No pick-up, $200. Ted
Williams model 3T, 22
phone ca.Us.
rifle, $80. Durable por806 Chestnut St.
table
DRIVER'S wanted - $17.50 clothes racks,
each. Firewood,
must be 18 years of age,
have own car and proof $25 a rick delivered.
1974
Yamaha
80cc, $100.
of insurance. Apply at
Call 753-4814.
Domino's Pima.
GOVERNMENT jobs. 1 PEICE suits, buy 1 af
316,040-$59,250/yr. Now $89.96, 2nd one $69.96.
hiring. Call 805487-8000 , Sport coats $69.96, 2nd
Ext. R-8156 for current one $49.95. Slacks
$24.50, 2nd one $16.00.
federal list.
Big and tall men's
110USEKEEPER shirts
and sweaters
needed, prefer Thursdays. Some babysit. save 40%. Corduroy
sport
coats 640.95.
ting, must be efficient
and dependable. Send Clark's, KY. 121 ByPass
iMurray.
753-3557.
resume to P.O. Box
PIECE white French
1040-A.
INSURANCE career - Provincial bedroom
immediate opening. suits. Mattress and box
spring's. 750-40114.
Property • Casualty
Good salary/ benefit 40 PIECES of
package. Work in Ben- fiberglass, 10 and 12 feet
ton office. Priority long, also lumber.
given to experience in House for rent or sale or
Commercial Lines. would trade for -Larger
Send resume to Peel & house in town. 753-4860
Holland - P.O. Box 97 - after 5P.M.
Benton, KY. 42025 - DEDROOM suite $150,
Attention David Moffitt. bedroom suite $85,
camper topper $35,
No calls.
17r71111
,
2==177,7i , chest of drawers,
County Hospital is ac- lamps, table and chairs,
tively seeking a Staff TV., baby items, misc.
Pharmacist. Qualified Call 758-5392 or 753-9083.
-owave
applicants must be D=L1==.
registered in the State with tray, cookbook and
of Kentucky. For more temperature probe ininformation contact: cluded, $250. White
Richard Storts, Per- bridal gown with veil
sonnel Director, fits size 10 to 12, $30.
Murray -Calloway Hoover shampooer,
County Hospital, 803 polisher, $30. Also, 200
Poplar, Murray, Ken- square feet of Cabbage
tucky 42071 (502) 753- Patch wallpaper including border trim,
5131 Ext. 113.
$30. Phone 753-1890.

Murray, Ky.

763-7273

1716

gallon wet/dry vac.
Brand new, $70. Call
753-3445.
MATTRESS and box
springs, double. Phone
753-0158.
ITSED washer, dryer
and refrig. Call 758-4684.
WHIRLPOOL refrigerator, only $8 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear-Whirlpool,
753-0505.
WOOD stove. Double
glass doors, like new.
Pipes included. $250.
Call 438-2582.
16. Home Furnishings

rtandD mattress,
with box springs
dresser,
chest, couch, chair, 2
end tables, coffee table,
2 desks. 436-2569.
OAK sideboard, dining
table/ chairs, antique
bedroom suite, excellent condition. Phone
4364174.
so a, excellent condition, $250
Gold wing back chair
and ottoman $100. Call
753-7401, after 5:30P.M.
call 75345485.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0605.
-

19. Farm

Equipment

bAgE 200 tractor, woods
bushhog-blade, boom
pole, chain-saw, lumber,
16h.p. wheel horse riding
mower, 1968 F-100 pickup. Good prices on all.
474-8884 or 758-0640. Ask
for Tim.
22. Musical
13811 CRATE amplifier
CR 212. Cost $500 new,
excellent condition, will
take $300. Call 759-9665.
PLANO, Baby Grand.
Refinished, Mahogany
cabinet. New strings,
hammer, frame, keys,
etc. $3500. Daytime,
753-46441, Evenings 75910615.
gP1NET/ Console
Piano for sale: Wanted:
Reasonable party to
take over piano See
locally. Call 1-800-2281218.
FOR SALE
Spinet-Can* Piano Bergen
bland: liseponsbe pony to
tie ter bw merely prenents
sphst sisno SRO locally
Pwry 1-800-253-9600
1st ICU
24. Miscellaneous

ir sArEtLITE

with
Drake receiver fully
remote 2 years old.
753-8630.
1 SOLID oak cabinets,
by Singer. Suitable for
dining or living-room. 1
has glass doors. Round
living mom table with
drawer. Rod iron and
wood picnic table. Lawn
Chief lawn-mower.
Kerosun heater with 5
on can

W

5 GUMBO mudders and
rims to fit 6 hole Chevy
4x4, Also would like to
buy I heti factory Hine
to fit Chevy 4x4. 758-08101
after 6:30P.M.
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30. Business Rentals

32. Apts for Rent
46 Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars
53 Services Offered
TlY owner, 3 bedroom
OFFICE rental- 211 S.
1982 BUICK Regal. 4
house must sell right door. $4600. Call
12th St. 800-900 eq. ft.
For Rent
away Just repainted, 487-4912.
REX CAMP
Nice furnished apart'61 FORD truck elid- Central heat at air
TVA approved installaing glass, $36. Chevrolet conditioning. Call 753.
ments for college
Backhoe and trention New roof, gas heat, 50.Used Trucks
8-speed transmission, 1894 till 5p.m., 758-7123
students. Close to
nice yard. 1628 Farmer Urn FORD 4x4. 4
$100. WO Chevrolet en- after 5p.m.
speed, ching service, incampus. 1535865
Ave. Call 7534449 Price lock-out hubs.
gine, $350. 360 Pontiac
$1500
stalling city sewer,
$31,500.
or 763-5108
Call 753-1616.
engine, $250. GMC V-4
Office space for rent
FOR
SALE
BY
OWNER
engine, $250. 400 Chrysler
water lines, septic
1974
ELCAXINO
good
on Court Square.
- 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
engine, $250. 178, 229, 305,
tires, new transmission
Tri-Level
home
in
tank,
lateral lines,
$150 a month
360, 400, 396, 464 Chevrolet
34 Houses for Rent
Gatesbrough Sub. Cen- Phone 753-1449 after
heads, $75 a pair. GM
Month-to-month
5P.M.
master
plumber tral heat and air. Large
radiators, $35. 1947-72
Rental,
1975
-ELCAMINO
with
lot
with
garden
area.
30
years
Ford truck parts: windNo pets. $260 a month,
Gem top Also, 3-piece tan
Cal 763-191
shield $35, rear end $75,
$150 deposit. Phone Must see to appreciate.
living room suite Call
Call 753-8200.
ext.
41
doors $36, chrome burn7511-8207 after 6P.M.
front home. 2400 759-4111.
pers $25, fenders $36, 8300 SOUTH 6th St. 4 or 6
speed overdrive transbedroom, garage, full square feet. Furnished, 1985 SILVERADO pickmission $125, power 32 Apts for Rent
basement, gas heat, will trade for other up 8-cyl., pa,pb, power LEE'S CARPET
property in town, motor windows. AM/FM
steering $75, Wthys Jeep
rBrInt0011, near TVA insulated. No pets. home, etc. 753-3672.
case., sliding rear win- CLEANING, For all
Running gear $400. All
Call 753-6143.
your carpet & upholstmonth
WT77-7Z77-11.7 new dow, cruise, tilt steer- ery
parts guaranteed. Can Hospital. $130 a Water
cleaning For a free
plus deposit.
1 BR house near Univers- pre -approved V.A. ing $9500. 438-2594.
install. Phone 758-6580.
estimate call 753-5827
furnished. Evenings ity, excellent for
office or home. You want a home 51
POR sale: mobile "DJ'
Campers
Satisfied
753-8584.
family, newly decorated, ask questions? Call
unit and lights. Great
references.owrep
for school dance and 1 BEDROOM upstairs $100 a month. Call 753- Coleman Real Estate APPACHIE fold down
camper with picture repair your lawn and
753-a898.
parties. Extra income apt. Outside entrance. 2967.
windows. $2200 or trade. garden equipment now.
for devoted person. Stove and refrig. fur- 4 BR house, partially
To get ready for spring
Call 436-2506.
Leave name and phone nished. Reasonable furnished, near campus
thru Jan. we are offerutilities. No pets. $175
48. Auto Services
CAMPER
top
and
bed
number at: 354-6900
month. 718 Elm, call Call 753-9393.
mat for small pick-up. 1 ing free pick-up and
n, you want to sell 395-4756.
'A
FRAME, Sher
year old, like new. Best delivery, free blade
Avon. If you want to buy
wood Forest, central
sharpening with comoffer. Call 763-2339.
Avon. If you need 3 BEDROOM un- heat/air, appliances
plete tune•up, Hazel
money for a fund- furnished apt. Call 753- furnished. Coleman
Lawn and Garden, 311
52 Boats-Motors
raiser. Call .someone 2941.
Main St., Hazel, Ky.
Real Estate 753-9898.
16' STARCFtAFT with LICENSED
you can trust, Faye 2 BEDROOM duplex in Other houses available.
Electrician
nice private area. Ap60
HP
Evinrude
McClure. 753-0232.
and
Also furnished apts.
for residential and
furnished.
Lease
pliances
trailer
boat.
All,
new
RT. Lake lot by owner.
commercial. Heating
ATTRACTIVE 4 bedInside, seats, floor car- and air
Small equity. Pay-off and deposit required. No room, 2 bath, brick
condition, gas
758-8343.
pets.
Call
pet,
etc.
Phone
753-5128.
balance. Call after
installation and repair
house. Appliances and
BEDROOM
in
Nor1
19'
FIBERGLASS boaf Phone 753-7203.
6P.M. 901-842-7672.
thwood Sub. Good drapery furnished. $450
tandem trailer, 90 HP MOBILE HOME
2112 Coldwater Rd.
neighborhood central per-month rent, $400
Mere. $2000 or trade
Specialist, Repair.
heat and air, water and deposit. Call 753-8835.
24 Hr. Wrecker Call 436-2508.
leveling, underpinning.
appliances furnished. HOUSE for rent in
2 SAIL boats - 1-18 foot, roofs, floors, plumbing,
Brass bed,
$ 2 3 5• per -month. Buchanan area, secluded,
Service
Larson "C"'Scow, wiring, hurricane
peaceful. Rent $250, $150
759-4406.
fiberglass. 1-18 foot straps. 750-4850.
bed: 3 BEDROOM apt. 1/2 deposit. References
759-1596
Chrysler Buckaneer, NEED work on your
2-10
speed block from campus. Wood heat. Call 901-247fiberglass. Both with trees? We can beautify
5335.
sleeping
rooms.
Also,
trailer,excellent condi- your yard by toping,
bicycles (..ICPen- Call 753-9303.
LARGE remodeled 49. Used Cars
tion. 436-2879.
shaping, dead-wooding or
ney); wooden rock- 2 BR dupk,x. 2 BR house, 1004 Main. $325 1968 B510 DATSUN,
removing dead or dis53. Services Offered
.furnIstwive Lease & monthly. Yearly lease,
eased trees. For
ing horse for small decp, No pets. 753- deposit. Carpet. Central nearly new tires, new
satisfaction call the probattery, wrecked front
H/A.
Stove,
refrigeraafter
4p.m.
92La
chair;
chid; rocking
A 1 Fireplace and
ven professionals at
fender. $425. Call 753tor,
freezer
furnished.
APT. for 4 college
Gas Repair, Chimney
Boyer's Tree Service- 7536143.
ion baby bed, size students.
Would
sell.
759-1265.
Appliances
0338. The competition
1970 FORD •Torino SW,
Cleaning, Masonary
girl dresses. furnished, near cam- SUPER 2 bedroom 351
knows us-you should too.
Cleveland
motor.
Work,
Damper,
Hood
duplex.
753-9562.
Central
H/A,
-. pus.
NOTICE- formerly
Runs
good,
body
rough.
applicances
furnished.
and Firebox Repair.
Call between .
Joiner Tree Service now
Good transportion. $250.
DEAUTIFUL 2nd floor Also, houses and apts. 753-4173,
Colley's Tree Service,
762-4662.
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
753-0953
apt. Large closets, available. Coleman
14 years experience.
1971 PINTO. New tranhardwood floors. Main Real Estates 753-9898.
753-6298
Topping, pruning or
smission,
good
tires.
2
want
to
do
yard
St., walking distance to THREE bedroom brick,
Stump removal. ComMSU. $205 month. 753- stove, refrig., carpeted, $400 or best offer. Call work. Tree trimming, plete tree care. Owner:
753-9299.
removal
of
unwanted
LARGE, large, large 0151.
garage. Lease, deposit,
selection of storage CHEERY large 2 bed- referances. Small 1973 FORD 5-wagon trees & shrubbery, Elroy Colley- 753-0366
buildings in stock for room apt. partially family. No pets. Near fully loaded, 1 owner. hauling & wood for sale. for free estimate
immediate delivery. furnished. $250 per University. Vacant, 753- $1000. Also, 2 color TV's, No job to big or small
$35 each. Phone 753-4109 Free estimates. ReAcree Portable month includes gas heat 3942.
ALUMINUM
ferences, experience.
or 762-6650
Buildings, Mayfield, and water. North 7th St.
Call
753-0680or
Ky. 502-247-7831.
SERVICE
CO.
1076
FORD
Elite
A-1
37. Livestock-Supplies
Phone 750-4923.
759-1683.
OAK and hickory
Aluminum and vinyl
large upstairs gANTI-Gertuis bull, condition. $1200. Call
APPLIANCE
753-5835 before 2P.M.
firewood $27.50 rick, furnished apt. at 311
siding Custom trim
Brahama bull, 26
delivered. Call 436-7778.
work References
North 5th St. Water Brahama heifers due to 1976 OLDS Delta 88 - 4 SERVICE. Kenmore,
door. Phone 753-1449 W estinghouse.
OAK firewood, $25 a furnished, central heat
Call Will Ed Bailey
calf March 15. Also open after 5P.M.
Whirlpool. 25 years
rick, delivered & & air $200 per month. No
753-0689
Santi•Gertuis heifer
experience.
Parts
and
stacked. Call 759-4905.
187'7
BUICK, 350 engine,
pets. Call 753-5980.
ready to breed One mare
service.
Bobby
Hopper,
4
door,
local
car
ODD
job
with
specialist,
OAK & hickory
,
. and pony Reasonably
nice,
firewood for sale. Call nished, 1 BR apt. Utilities priced. 474-8884 or 753- new Michelin tires. Call Bob's Appliance Ser- ceiling fans, electrical,
vice,
202
S.
5th
St.
438-2427.
plumbing,
fencing. You
436-2587.
paid. Near hospital & Un- 0640. Ask for Tim
Business 763-4872, 436- name it, I do it. You
SEASONED firewood. iversity. Deposit re- SIMMENTAL and 1977 LINCOLN Con,
5848
(home).
buy,
I
install.
You
Oak, hickory, mixed quired. 758-8756 or 753- Simbrah bulls. Per- tinental. 4 door, fully
APPLIANCE repair. break, I fix. Call 436hardwoods- min. order- 2 11415.
formance & semen loaded, new Michelin washers- dryers - 2868
evenings.
ricks- $30/rick delivered. POR rent • 1 bedroom tested. Excellent qual- tires, excellent condiFor a full measure- call apt. near downtown ity. $850 & up. Cadiz, tion. 67,000 miles $3000. refrigerators, ranges- PAINTING= Paper
Used Maytag washer air cond. George Hodge hanging, commerical or
John Boyer at 753-0338.
Murray. Call 753-4109 or Ky. 522-8794.
and dryer, $100 for both. & Son, 10 Dixieland residential, Free es1313 grade your old sys‘m 762-6450.
Call after 5P.M. Shopping Center 753- timates, References. 25
at dealer cost. Satellite LARGE upstairs apt. 38. Pets-Supplies
4669
years experience,
Repair Service, Murray, Private entrance for 3 3 YEAR old registered 753-7292.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
Ky. 474-2748.
Irrigation -Residential
Or 4 girls, furnished, Red Bone Coon Hound.
PAINTING int. & ext.
WHIRLPOOL utilities included, nice Semi. finished 759-1429 1978 DELTA 88 OldCAMPBELL WELL
smobile, 2 door.
Sheetrock finishing,
microwave oven, only neighborhood. Call 753- or after 5P.M. 438-5483.
DRILLING
759-4004.
texture ceiling. Sand$4 per week. Rudolph 2813.
AKC Toy Poodles. Make 1979 CAMARO
McKenzie, To
blasting. Spray paint.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, IfUR•Cal apts. Nor- your pick now with
Call Collect
ing. Over 15 years
753-0595.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. deposit. 3 males and 1 AM/FM cassette, air,
901 352-3671 or
experience. Ralph
901 352 5704
Now renting. Equal female, born Dec. 20th, automatic. Good condi25. Business Services
tion. $1750. 753-2601
Worley, 759-1060.
Free Estimates
Housing Opportunity. $75 each. 502-436-2901.
after 4P.M.
SEWING Machine ReJOYCE Noel Tax Ser- 759-4984.
AKC black Lab female 1979 CHEVROLET APPLIANCE REPAIR . pair. All makes and
1 bedroom duplex. pups. 3 months. Fulton
vice. Reasonable rates. REW-7
Caprice Classic. 9 Factory authorized for models. Home & InFor appointment call Appliances, central 502-472-8380.
H/A. Northwood Sub. AKC registered Lab. passenger station wa- Tappan, Kelvinator and dustrial. Bag closing
489-2440.
$325 plus deposit. No Retriver puppies. gon. Perfect running Brown. Service on gas machines. Also scissor
26. TV -Radio
pets. Call 753-1953 or Yellow and black. 759- condition. Good body. and electric ranges, sharpening. 40 yrs
$2875 or best offer. Call microwaves, dis- experience. All work
1908 before 5P.M., 759- 753-1890,
MAGNAVOX console 489-2854.
hwashers, re- guaranteed. Kenneth
-TbedromREW
r
1424 after 5P.M.
color T.V., only $7 per
1080 OLDS Omega. 2 frigerators, etc Earl Barnhill, 753-2674,
week. Rudolph in Westwood, with large
door, $1500. Call Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- Stella, Ky.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, wood deck. $325 month. 41. Public Sales
5341.
474-8054.
WANTED inside paintLease, deposit 753-0814
753-0595.
1980 RENAULT (Le CARPET installation, ing jobs. 20 years
NICE 2 bedroom
professional sery,,ice. experience. Cheapest
MOVING SALE Car) 45xxx miles. Also
27. MobNe Homes for Sale
duplex. $240 a month.
repairs. Satilifac- man in Murray. Call
35MPG. New sun-roof,
Call
753-0292.
Fri.,
Sat.
&
Sun.
12x66-, 8 BEDROOM.
tires, exhaust, battery tion guaranteed. Glenn 753-8309.
?
8
a.m.
to
Bath and 1/2, good NICE one bedroom
and paint. AM/FM Bebber 759-1247.
WE'r-11-ASENEN'e7Vre"
condition. Reasonably duplex, near downtown.
121 S. to New Concord,
radio with tape. One CONTRACTOR- car- make wet basements
priced. Phone 753-8818.
owner. 753-4710.
pentry, painting. Big or dry. Work completely
Creme House w/brown
Unfurnished. Lease. No
1977 14x152 CAJUN. All pets. $140 per month. trim, next to Jim &
1981 MERCURY Lynx. small we do it all. guaranteed. Call or
electric, stove, refrig., Deposit. Call 758-30111.
deluxe model 2 door, Quality work done for write Morgan ConBob's Grocery. Rain or
and some furniture. NOW Leasing, new
power st -sering, 4 speed. less. Free estimates. struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Shine.
..409A, Paducah, Ky.
$5000. Call 759-4904.
Imma,‘,9.e inside and 489-2663
condo-style apartments,
Couch & chair, coffee table
out. Ca0,LPG. $1,495. Call 1!)&G Builders Ex- 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
1979,14x60, 2 BED- University view, patio,
haul, gravel, dirt,
489-24.4 anytime_
perienced builders of
ROOM mobile home. large 2 bedroom, ap& 2 end tribes, chest,
Call between 8 & 9P.M. pliances, microwave,
houses, garages & white rock, rip rap. Call
dresser, bed w/box springs
1986 MAZDA 323. 4 door storage buildings. Call after 6P.M. 759-1840
750-4146.
& mattress Ind more.
central gas heat and air,
automatic, factory 474-8000.
1983 BUCANEER,
quiet and ideal for retired
For more information
A/C, A.M./F.M. DRIVEWAYS- white
bedroom, underpinning persons. $350 monthly.
cal 436-2569.
stereo cassette, under rocked or graveled.
and electric pole in- Call 753-8096.
warranty, silver metal- Also, top soil. Call
cluded. Phone 474-2825.
NOW available furlic, $7200. 1500 Canter- 753-1537.
1986 WILLOW Creek, nished heated 4 room 43. Real Estate
bury • 753-9710.
FENCE sales at Sears
1,4x80, 3 BR, 2 bath, apt. No pets or children.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Central air unit, 10x9 Convenient location.
ANXIOUS to sel 2 ix.
An
for free estimate for
storage building in- Deposit required. $200
house. 1615 Hamilton
Weddings and
cluded. All must be per-month. 436-2755.
your needs.
WI consider offers by
Car For
moved or make ar- ROW renting 1 & 2 BR
GENERAL Building
cash, short term finance or
rangements with park apts. at Embiumy. CarRepair- 20 years exA
connect.
Days?
owner. $17,000 or take dinal & College Farm
perience. Roofing &
Owner
over payments with Rd. pis. Call 753-3530.
painting, indoor & out14 Per Day
C.O. Bondurant Reeky
small down payment. WOW'renting 1 k 2 BR
door. Odd jobs. No job
753-3480
437-44179 or 758-1419.
to small. 474-8057.
Per
apts at Embassy CarGUTTERING by Sears.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent dinal & College Farm ROPPERUD Realty
Rent
From
Gene
At
Sears continuous gutRd. Apts. Call 758-3530.
offers a complete range
ters installed for your
10x40 FURNISHED,. 15gE -bedroom Apartof Real Estate services
Dwain
Taylor
natural gas heat, near ment Located at 1128-C
specifications. Call
with a wide selection of
Sears 753-2310 for free 55 Feed and Seed
university. Call Miller Ave. one block quality homes in the
Chevrolet,
Inc.
758-1895.
estimate.
campus.
rent
$120
All
county.
TTMOTHY hay for sale
city k in the
from
3 OR 3 BR, furnished or and deposit. Call 758-3415. price ranges. Phone
502-753-2617 RAIIILTON Cultured $1 50 per bale Call
Marble, tops- sinks. 492-8211
unfurnished, some new Mc 5 pm 758-7128.
753-1222 for courteous,
furniture, natural gas- ONE bedroom fur- competent Real Estate '81 CHRYSLER Imp. panels, custom made
electric, Sir con- nished Apt. $165 a service. We make buy- PS, PB, AC, sun roof vanities. Free Est, 753- 56. Free Column
ditioned. Shady Oaks month, close to campus, ing & selling Real electric windows, seats, 9400.
mirrors. AM/FM INSULATION blown in FREE puppies 2 black
753-5209.
cable and water fur- Estate easy for you
cassette, factory amps. by Sears. TVA ap- long haired, part
NICE 2 BR trailer, near nished. Available Dec
'74 Ford Galaxy needs proved. Save on those cocker 1 male 1 fern
Murray. No pets. Call 17th. No pets. Call
381 acres, well, old
battery, $100. '76 Chevy high heating and cool- ale Call 492-8227
480-2611.
753-5690.
F‘,/ for parts Good ing bills. Call Sears FREE to country home
house', Tn. State
NICE 2 bedroom mobile SPAcrous 3 bedroom
motor and trans. 759 753-2310 for free female Doberman Call
home, $145 per month. apt. partially furnished.
Lb.. 100 acres open
474-8064
1070.
estimate.
No pets. Water and 1804 Coldwater Rd. $100
Lots of door & turkey. GOOD
sewage furnished. 75E- a month plus deposit.
1965 Comet. 6
acre.
Cash
$150
per
4937 M-F, 8-5
cyl. Good condition
759-1908 before 5P.M.
only. 753-6680
Nice body and interior
750-1424 after4P.M.
29. Hentin and Cooling
$575. Call 489-1595.
TAKING applications
WE have several Used for Section 8. Rent
UGLY Duckling Rent-A44. lots for Sale
electric heaters for sale
Car. Also, used cars
Subsidised apt. 1, 2 or 3
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Also, air compressors. BR. Apply Hilldale
t) IN r; lots - wholesale to the public
new & used electric Apts., Hardin, Ky. New Concord area. All Cut out the middle man
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
motors, battery chargers Equal Housing for $1200 Phone Buy direct. We have
()vitt
k electric buffers. DUI
warranties from 6 mo.
415-5574.
10 YEARS
Electric 759-1577
to 2 years or 24,000
11111edroom new
XPERIMICI
ID WOOD CAMNETS
duplex, new appliances, 45. farms for Sale - miles on some cars. We
RAMC' PANEL DOORS.•
30 Business Rentals
central heat abd air, 89 ACRE caftle farm, rent cars, trucks, vansSere% • Otik • W"Arno • Ch.mi•
GURICASES • MANTLES • BOORCASES•
t9FICE space and double carport. Call running water. 2 barns day, week, or the
month Some cars as
KITCHEN CAIRENE TOPS • VANITIES
space for small busi- 763-7547 or 763-6114.
and house. Fenced
•
CUSTOM MALT FURNITURE 11. FURNITURE REFINISHING
bedroom, two bath Good neighbors. $65,000 low as $11 a day. 11
ness, Southside ShopSOMPITITIVE PEACES Oree Sy I See Our Morley
•
ping Center Also, house apt. Low utilities. Near - slightly negotiable cents a mile. Special •
753-3940s
Lake
University No pets
o
Ky
• 401 Sunbury Circle
Phone 47440384 of 753- monthly rates. 1312 W
Main Phone 753 6910
7534612 or 763-4601.
7118-11519.
0640 Ask for Tim
2 YEAR old deep freeze,
$125. Call 486-2506

r117151M2=-1-7, ea

753-9224

THORNTON
BODY SHOP

FOR.SALE
regular
size; twin size

I .;

3lit*

-47•4,

••r:

tirrftA

"1.

%.•••

ot

WILL

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur

Need
Extra
Few
14

4

rim

•••••

Mile

:1-;;r• • et.,
-;:F.riv...-•".

"•••••.1

Special
Occasions
Purdom
Motors, Inc.
753-5315

•
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DR.CiOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Stress reaction
causes problems
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOT? — When I get
nervous. I repeat myself over and
over I'm alienating friends and family, which only makes me more selfconcious. Do you have any suggestions about how to manage this
problem?
DEAR READER — You seem to be
experiencing a type of stress reaction
that feeds on itself: The more you repeat yourself, the more tense you become, since your self-confidence
diminishes.
You could be helped by psychological counseling This can help you to
learn way in which to reduce your

sramtv, JANUARY 9, 11017

nervousns and to discover new,
more effective ways. to handle stressinduced inappropriate behavior I
suggest that you look into the types of
mental-health professionals practicing in your area A trained counselor
should be able to offer you some help
Although your problem seems
stress-related, I'm sending you a free
copy of my new Health Report on
MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL ILLNESS, since it tells how to find treatment and explains how mental-health
professionals differ Others who
would like a copy should send $1 and
their name and address to P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Several questions in your column have addressed
the problems of children with orthopedic diseases. Please tell your readers that the Shriners are very eager to
help children with crippling disabilities, and at no cost to the parents.
Parents need to do one of the following. Contact a Shriner. Sne temple
recorder, Shrine Club or Shrine hospital, or write to Shriners' Hospitals for
Crippled Children, P.O. Box 25356,
Tampa. FL 33642.
DEAR READER — The Shriners'
hospitals truly perform valuable services. Thank you for writing to re-

mind me of the exceptional resources
provided by Shriners.
DEAR DR. GOT? — About three
years ago I had a serious liver infection I still have days when I experience nausea, tiredness and diarrhea
Is this normal? How long does it take
for the liver to heal?
DEAR READER — Liver infacUon
(hepatitis) can make some patients
susceptible to fatigue and intestinal
symptoms long after the infection has
healed and bloosi tests are normal
This may be due to a low-grade chronic virus infection, but no one is sure.
The hepatitis that is sometimes associated with mononucleosis is notorious in this regard With mono, the cyclic symptoms seem to be due to
Chronic Epstein-Barr Virus infection,
a poorly understood but real
affliction.
Fortunately, the most dangerous
type of chronic liver infection is rare:
chronic active hepatitis. In this condition, the liver remains inflamed (and
blood tests are positive) for months or
years. Any patient who had hepatitis
and continues to experience symptoms should be checked for Chronic
Epstein-Barr Virus or chronic active
hepatitis. Ask your doctor about this.
IW/, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

dark day became the compassion, just as the
most blessed in her Pharisees had expected.
eXperience
Knowing that He Was
Power Over Disease
the object of their
Luke 14:1-4
malicious suspicions,
A leading Pharisee, Christ asked the
who was a man of Pharisees: "Is it lawful
wealth and probably an to heal on the sabbath
When Christ saw the influential rabbi, or a day?" Unwilling
to get
procession and the ex- member of t h e into an argument
which
treme grief of the Sanhedrin, invited they knew
they could
broken-hearted mother. Jesus to be the guest in not win,
Christ's
His heart was filled with his home on a certain enemies refused
to repcompassion toward her. sabbath. The invitation ly. They
realized that
No sooner had the feel- • was not extended as an should they
answer in
ings of pity and compas- expression of respect the affirmative
their opsion arisen within Him and admiration, but portunity
of finding
than He insisted that the seemingly for the pur- fault with
Christ would
bereaved mother not pose of entrapping Him
be removed, and that in
weep because He was In the guest-chamber the event
they should
about to remove the was a poor man who answer
in the negative
cause of her sorrow.
was grievously afflicted that would make them
Without any with dropsy. He was- open to the
accusation
ceremony or display placed where he would that they
were without
Christ courageously attract the attention of
compassion, so they
walked over and touch- Christ. This was done in took the
line of least
ed the bier. In a quiet order that these designresistance and remainvoice of pity and power ing hypocrites and ed silent.
Christ said, "Young malicious enemies of
Without hesitation the
man, I say unto thee, Christ might hear what
Arise." To the astonish- He would say and see compassionate Christ
ment of all who heard what He would do. They healed the man with the
Him command death to expected that He would dropsy and dismissed
release the young man not pass the opportunity him from His presence,
and life to take posses- of exercising His thereby sparing him of
sion of him, he sat up marvelous power in cur- the criticism which the
and began talking. ing the man of his sight of the cure
When Christ gave the disease. The sight of this • wrought by Christ on the
young man back to his afflicted man moved the sabbath would have
mother, that terribly heart of Christ with provoked.

Sunday
School Lesson
H.C. Chiles
itti4A'
•1

Christ repeatedly and
freely . used His great
power to help those who
were in need. Two cases
are described in this
lesson.
Power Over Death
Luke 7:11-17
As the Saviour, attended by His disciples
and a multitude of
others, approached
Nein in central
Palestine, they came
upon a scene of gloom
and sadness. A funeral
procession emerged
from the gate on the
way to the cemetery for
the burial of a corpse
which was wrapped in
linen and laid on an open
bier
This young man had
been taken in the prime
of his life. His departure
was a reminder that no
age is exempt from
death. His mother was
left childless, which, to
the Jews, was an almost
Intolerable affliction.
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MCCH releases admissions, dismissals
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at 'Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Jan. 8, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Gilkey baby boy, parents, Gretchen and Bradley, Rt. 1, Box 276,
Murray;
Scarborough baby boy, parents,
Traci and Randy, Hilldale Apts.,
GP4, Box 3, Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs. Iva Workman, 1004 Walnut
St., ,Itfurray; Mrs. Larue Humphreys, Rt, 4, Murray;

Mrs. Mary Apuzzo, Southside
Manor N2, Murray; Mrs. Pauline
Story, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Treva Jones, 217 South 13th
St., Murray; Robert Colley,
Farmington;
Bobby Carson, Rt. 5, Benton;
James Elkins, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Norma Smith and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Box 273, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Clara Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 82,
Almo;
Obid Burkeen, Rt 1, Almo; Mrs.
Yolanda Dix, Rt. 3, Box 333,
Murray:
Mrs. Emma Adams, Rt 7

Mayfield; Mrs. Jean Cloar, 1409
Sycamore St., Murray;
Mrs. Sarah Moore and baby girl,
Rt. 2, Box 26, Big Sandy, Term.;
Mrs. Anna Cheaney, 106 East
Spruce St., Murray;
Mrs. Sara Cohoon, 1718
Magnolia Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Elaine Scarbrough, Rt.5, Murray;
David Hazelwood, Rt. 4, Martin,
Tenn.; Miss Mary Carpenter and
baby girl, 704 North Poplar St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
David Cunningham Sr., Rt. 1,
Dexter; Dominique Hudsepth, 200
Cross St., Murray.

Group urges consumers to `fight and switch'

,
47.4

WASHINGTON (AP) — Millions
of Americans are paying too much
interest on their credit cards, but
they can find cheaper ones if they
shop around,say consumer groups
launching a "fight and switch"
campaign against overpriced
cards
The groups want Americans to
fight excessive interest rates by:
— Switching to lower-interest
cards.
—Paying off the overpriced
cards, using lower-interest loans if
necessary.
—And urging their legislators
and members of Congress to consider laws requiring full
disclosure of card costs and
perhaps limiting card interest
rates
"Americans are sick and tired
of the highway robbery" of excessive credit card rates, charged
Elgie Holstein, executive director
of Bankcard Holders of America
"Together, consumer groups

and Congress will make a powerful coalition that will surely bring
fairness to the credit card
market," said Rep. Charles E.
Schumer, D-N.Y., in a statement
issued following a news
conference.
"Consumers do have a choice,
you can find low-interest credit
cards around the country," added
Alan Fox of the Consumer Federation of America at the Washington
briefing, one of several held
across the nation
Many card issuers have cut
rates in recent months and more
are likely to do so as the market
becomes more competitive, an official of the banking industry said
in a statement issued followIng the
press conference'.
However, Thomas E. Honey,
president of the Consumer
Bankers Association, pointed out
that some banks offering lower
rates may have more rigid standards to qualify for cards.

Honey added that maintaining
authorization and clearance
systems for credit cards is very
costly. His association represents
about 700 federally insured banks.

Organization backing diplomatic mission
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Organization of American States,
with a reluctant nod from the
United States, is backing a new
diplomatic mission aimed at ending the conflict in Central
America.
The Reagan administration has
been cool to the initiative because
of what Assistant Secretary of
State Elliott Abrams called "a
danger of unwise compromises"
which could undermine the
U.S.-backed Contra guerrillas in
their fight with Nicaragua's leftist
government.
The Permanent Council of the
OAS met in extraordinary session
Thursday at the request of U.S.
Ambassador Richard T. McCormack to hear an explanation from
the organization's secretary
general, Joao Baena Soares, of his
role in arranging the diplomatic

offensive.
Baena, along with U.N.
Secretary General Javier Perez
de Cuellar and the foreign
ministers of eight Latin American
nations, are slated to travel Jan.
17-90 to five Central American nations: El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa Rica and
Nicaragua.
Meanwhile, Costa Rican
Foreign Minister Rodrigo
Madrigal denied Thursday that his
unannounced meeting the day
before with Abrams and Habib
was intended to undercut the
peace initiative.
Contra leaders on Wednesday
endorsed the Central American
peace initiative and brushed aside
suggestions that the talks between
Abrams and Madrigal might
undercut the guerrillas in their
struggle against the Sandinista

government.
The New York Times reportec
today that the first group of Contre
rebel commanders trained ir.
Florida by the United States
military has returned to Central
America and that training of a second group has begun
At least 87 commanders from
five guerrilla groups representing
all fronts in the growing war were
trained for two months at a secret
military site in Florida, the Times
quoted rebel officials as saying.
Four of the foreign ministers involved in the diplomatic offensive
are from the nations which four
years ago launched the Contadora
peace initiative — Mexico,
Panama, Venezuelavid Colombia
— and the other four are from the
so-called Contadora support
group: Argentina, Brazil, Peru
and Uruguay.

Baby boomers are on brink of middle age
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Baby Boom has grown up and is
standing on the brink of middle
age, a new Census Bureau study
shows
That massive group of
Americans born in the decade and
a half after World War H now
makes up nearly one-third of the
nation's population, forming a
giant bulge in the 25-to-44 age
group, the Census Bureau reports.
"The 17.6 percent increase in
the 25 to 44 age group makes it the
fastest growing age segment of the
population of the 1980s," the
Bureau reported Thursday.
And as these people continue to
mature they will succeed the
small Depression-era generation
that has preceded them into that
45-to-64 age group that Census officials say constitutes middle-age.
The study said the 25-to-44 group
included 73.8 million people as of

Winwood tops
field with five
nominations
BEVERLY HILLS Calif. (AP)
— Veteran rocker Steve Winwood
today received five Grammy
Award nominations, topping the
field, while Peter Gabriel, Paul
Simon and jazzman Wynton Marsalts received four each.
Barbra Streisand and Janet
Jackson, sister of Michael, received three nominations each, along
with Robert Palmer and Dionne
Warwick,
The 5,000 voting members of the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences considered 210
albums and 211 singles eligible,
and balloting was for nominations
In 68 categories, two less than last
year.
The awards show in Los Angeles
will be broadcast live on CBS on
Feb. 24. In 1988, the show moves to
New York City.
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July 1, 1985, or 30.9 percent of the
population.
Although the Bureau last month
issued new national and state
population totals for 1986, the
year-earlier figures in the report,
"State Population and Household
Estimates to 185, with Age and
Components of Change," are the
most current estimates broken
down by age group.
The Baby Boom generation has
had a major effect on America as
it overwhelmed the nation's
schools and colleges and then
swept into the job market, drawing the,attention of sociologists,
businessmen and the media in recent years.
Postponing their marriages and
families in pursuit of education
and careers, they have helped
create their own population bulge.
The Baby Boom was followed by
a Baby Bust, when births fell
sharpl .

And the new study noted that the
18-to-24 group, the folks coming
along behind the Boomers, has
been declining since 1981 as the
Boom generation aged and wasn't
fully replaced.
Between 1980 and 1985 the nation's population aged 18 to 24 fell
by 5.1 percent, the study said.
But now that the Baby Boom
generation is settling down in its
prime childbearing years, it is
producing what population experts call an echo effect — a jump
in the number of births.
"Due to the large number of
women in their childbearing
years, the 18 million population
under 5 is the highest level for this
age group since 1967," the new
report points out.
The study noted that between
1980 and 1985 the pre-school
population jumped by 10.3 percent
— led by Alaska, where it went up
53.3 percent.
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"Akb.e, Any Large
Pizza For
The Medium Price

Friday, Saturday
& Sunday Only
*Offer Good January 9th-llth onlyWhile Supplies Last
(Offer not good with any other specials)
*Dine-In or Delivery

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
GM QUAUTY
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GM
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The best pizza in town.Webfe/st--/
Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore St
753-1492

' Date: Tuesday.
January 13
Time: 7:01 p.m.
Call-Century 21
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